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A l l  radar systems have certain inherent l imitations i n  performance tha t  
are imposed by the  transmitted waveform employed. One way of describing these 
l imita t ions  i s  i n  terms of the accuracy with which time delays and doppler 
frequency s h i f t s  of the transmitted signal may be measured giving estimates 
of the ta rge t  range and velocity. It can be shown tha t  the nns error  i n  . 
1 
time delay measurement f o r  a par t icular  waveform i s  given by 
1 
where: AT i s  the  rms time delay error;  B is  the effective bandwidth of the 
signal; (s/N) i s  the  signal- to -noise power r a t i o  a t  the receiver input term- 
. . .  
inals'  and includes the e f fec t  of receiver noise. The corresponiing relation- 
ship f o r  the  measurement of doppler frequency sh i f t  i a  
where: ~f i s  the  rms frequency error ;  to i s  the effective duration of the d 
signal; and ( s /N)~  i s  the signal-to-noise ratio. 
. I  
By combining (1) and ( 2 )  the range-doppler error  element is  found t o  be 
In order t o  minimize (3) it i s  seen tha t  the bandwidth-duration product, so, 
must be made a s  large a s  possible. In an ordinary pulse amplitude modulated 
radar system the signal bandwidth and s i @ U  duration are approximately re- 
ciprocals of each other giving a duration-bandwidth product of Bto -1. Be- 
cause of t h i s  it i s  not possible t o  simultaneously obtain good range and 
velocity resolution i n  a pulse radar system* 
In order t o  overcome t h i s  bandwidth-duration l imita t ion of the amplitude 
mo~ ques ha rve beer 1 developed. Among those pulse 
which have met wfth some measure of success are pulse compression, psuedo- 
2 3 4 5  random phase coding of pulses, and coherent pulse-to-pulse transmission. ' ' ' 
Each of these techniques has a number of drawbacks that  limits its effectiveness 
in certain applications. For example: a radar system using pulse compression 
has a range resolution that  i s  dependent on knowledge of the doppler frequency 
associated with the target and vice versa; psuedo-random coding requires gen- 
eration of long sequences of very short pulses of coherent RF energy; and 
coherent pulse-to-pulse transmission requires great s tab i l i ty  i n  signsl gen- 
eration and detection and maintenance of a highly stable RF phase reference- 
In &U of the  above cases there are ambiguous responses due t o  the necessity 
of employing periodic signals. Furthermore there i s  a direct coupling between 
I 
range and velocity resolution inherent in the wavef oms employed. 
Most of the disadvantages l i s t e d  a5ove are avoided when a random signal 
i s  used t o  obtain large duration-bandwidth products. This approach has been 
Suggested i n  the  past by various researchers but has never been effectively 
- - 
applied because of the diff icul t ies  i n  2qlernentin.g a suitable detection 
- - 
system fo r  such signals. The development and experimental demonstration of 
an effective detector f o r  wideband raadom signals i s  one of the p r i n c i ~ d  
results described in subsequent sections of this report. 
. Random signals useful a s  radar waveforms are typified by bandlimited 
white noise having a center freqnency in the microwave frequency band, Shot 
traveling wave tube smplifier i s  a typical. source of such signals. 
'b -f'U brrdwtdth of signah of this type i s  limited primarily by the band- 
& wFb!tu af the dgrd  detector bnt can easi ly  extend t o  hnndreds o r  
Of b T b  use- b r a t i o n  of this type of signal i s  determined by 
m vMch l a  in turn determined by such things as target motion 
eq&mmztm For various situations this 
s arrar rra k, or -13s of seconds. 
6 Duration-bandwidth products i n  excess of 10 are easily possible with random 
signals and i n  f a c t  ' the upper limit i s  not at a l l  clearly defined. It is  clear,  
however, that  the duration-bandwith product of random signals exceeds that of 
more conventional waveforms by many orders of magnitude. A direct result  of 
- .  
the large Bto  product i s  very high resolution i n  range and velocity. 
In addition t o  the large B t o  product of random signals, there are a 
number of other inherent advantages i n  a radar system employing such signals. 
Among these advantages are the following, 
1. There are no ambiguities i n  measurement of range and velocity 
because the transmitted signal is  nonperiodic. 
2. Range and velocity resolution may be independently controlled during 
processing of the received signals. 
3. A high duty cycle can be readily obtained thus reducing peak power 
requirements on the transmitter. 
4. Wideband resolution performance can be obtained with low speed data 
processing thus simplifying problems of data handling and telemetering. 
5. Target detectabi l i ty  fo r  low signal-to-noise rat ios  is  comparable t o  
that of a coherent radar employing a matched f i l t e r .  
6. The system operates down t o  zero minimum range. 
An elementary block diagram of the random signsl radar is shown in 
Fig- - 1  A wideband random signal. having i ts  center frequency in the micro- 
wave frequency band i s  generated and transmitted continuously. A sample of 
the transmitted signal is taken and used as one input t o  a wideband cross- 
correlator. The other input t o  the correlator i s  tbe received signal. The 
correlator output i s  proportional t o  the envelope o f t h e  cross-correlation 
fhnction.of the transmitted and received signals and p r o a e s  a direct measure 
Of the sf@& ret-ed from each delay (range) Fnterval. The cross-correlation 
e m t i o n  is cafiied out in a wideband d ig i ta l  cross-comelator that  operates 
I the s: 
.- - -  
they he 
--1 -+A- 
.odyaed down from m i c m v e .  t o  video 
equenc;,,. , ,,,,,,,,,, L,, ,.es tne polarity of a series of short duration 
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p b -  1-1 Eltmentw Block Diagram of Random SignaJ Radar 
amplitude samples taken from the signal a t  one input with a similar series 
of samples taken from the signal. a t  the other input. If the signals entering 
the correlator were completely correlated both series of samples would have 
the same polar i ty  at each instant of time. By determiningthe fraction of 
sample pairs  i n  which polar i ty  coincidence occurs a direct estimate of the 
correlation coefficient of the unsampled signals can be obtained. By making 
the polar i ty  determination over a sample pulse interval short compared t o  the 
reciprocal of the correlator bandwidth, the range resolution properties of the 
waveform are preserved and are independerrt of the rate a t  which the sampling 
occurs. The samples i n  the  reference channel are delayed (e.@;, i n  a sh i f t  
register) t o  make up for  the round t r i p  delay of the reflected signals. The 
correlator thus performs i n  such a manner as t o  preserve the desirable reso- 
lutions properties of the waveform while performing i t s  signal processing 
f'unctions a t  a relat ively l o w  data rate. An extensive anaLysis of the d ig i t a l  
- - 
correlator operatian has been made fo r  various modes of operation in random 
signal radar systems and it has been shown t o  be a versatile and effective 
detector. 
A more concrete demonstration of the feas ib i l i ty  of the random signal 
. . 
radar technique has been obtained fram t e s t s  On an experimental system. The 
. - 
system operates at X-band and has an RF bandwidth of 109 MHz giving a range 
resolution of 1.2 meters, Its performance confirmed the theoretical resul ts  
and in part icular  established the feasibi l i ty  of carrying out coherent de- 
tection Fn a random si@ radar without delaying the entire transmitted 
-  
W 8 v e f o w  fa& only the polsrfties of ssmples taken at  peri& intervals 
are required. Experiments w e r e  conducted with single, d t i p l e ,  extended and 
mov 
t3" '  
ing t a rge ts  and further established the operating characteristics of th i s  
e of radar. 
The application of the random signal radar t o  several particularly dif-  
f i c d t  measurement problems has been considered and it appears t o  provide per- 
formance capabili t ies not otherwise attainable. In  the area of radar astronomy 
it appears that high resolution measurements of lunar and planetary surfaces 
from space probes and sa t e l l i t e s  are feasible, Such measurements can also 
be made from an earth based system, but because of power limitations the high 
resolution capabili t ies of the random signal radar can not be rul ly utilized. 
Under these conditions pseud9-random signals can be employed effectively and 
are somewhat more eff ic ient  than random signals. In  other areas such as 
Wasurement of sea s ta te  from sa te l l i tes ,  target identification and analysis, 
spacecraft docking snd lanai% and radar cross-section measurements the random 
s-al radar appears t o  offer performance capabili t ies bejrond the  present s ta te  of 
the art. Continuing studies i n  the application of the random signal radar 
should be made with emphasis on specific problems and rea l i s t i c  environmects- 
This report is Sroken doen into seven sections. Following the ~ R O D U C T I O N  
is  Section 2, PRmCIPIES OF OPERATION OF THE RANDOM SIGNAL RADAR in which 
the fundamental concepts of tb random signal radar are discussed and the 
m a m e n t a l  equstions derived. Section 3 i s  MATHEMATICAL ANALYSIS OF THE 
DIGITAL POLARITY CORRELATOR. IU t h i s  section the correlator performance is  
U y z e d  and the  pract ical  equivalence between d ig i t a l  correlation and andLog 
. . 
c m l a t i o n  is shm. This section can be omitted without loss  of continuity 
% given at the  end are accepted. Section 4, EmRIMENTL RANDOM 
'-, RADAR SYSTEMsdeacribes the radar system that  was built and presents 
wrLanf.l r e d t a  that were obtained. Section 5 ,  EIECTROMCIGmETIC IMPULSE 
C D B S ,  presents some theoretical resul ts  on target im- 
fme ttt8-t cur be used In interpretatinn radar return signals fo r  all 
? THE W O M  S I G W  RADAR, 
dha pa-= p j e c t n  ~ ~ c e  of the random signal radar 
i n  a number of p rac t ica l  radar problems. Section 6, CONCLUSIONS, i s  a short 
summary of the overall project conclusions. 
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2. PRINCIPIES OF OPERATION OF THE RANDOM SIGNAL RADAR 
Basic Concepts. 
By. comparing . the reflected signal with the transmitted signal i n  a radar 
system, it i s  possible t o  deduce certain characterietics of the scattering pro- 
cess a t  the target .  One method of making the signal comparison i s  by means of 
the crosscorrelation function of the transmitted and received signals. For a 
plane electromagnetic wave incident on a s ta t ionary ta rge t  of any degree of 
complexity it i s  possible t o  express the scattered wave i n  terms of an electro- 
magnetic backscattering impulse response, h ( t  1, of the target. Thus, if s1 ( t  ) 
i s  a signal proportional t o  the f i e l d  strength of the incident wave and s 2 ( t )  
is  a signal proportional t o  the f i e l d  strength of the scattered wave measured 
a t  the  same point then these two signals are related by the convolution integral  
The crosscorrelation of s2 ( t  ) and s l ( t )  leads t o  the following expression i n  
terms of the autocorrelation function Rss(~) ,  of the incident signal, sl(t). 
The crosscorrelation of the incident and reflected signal i s  therefore given by 
the convolution of the correlation function of the incident signal and the t a r-  
get impulse response. If sl(t)  were a white noise signal of in f in i te  bandwidth, 
i t s  autocorrelation m c t i o n  R ( 7 )  would be of the form K6(7) and the convolution S 8 
would lead t o  Kh(r) which would completely define the impulse response of the 
2-2 
target .  Since such a corre la t ion  f'unction cannot be physically rea l ized  the 
next best  th ing  i s  t o  obtain as good an approximation t o  a 6-function fo r  R.~(T )
a s  possible. The more narrow the  corre la t ion  function, the  more similar  the 
convolution w i l l  be t o  the  impulse response i t s e l f ,  Unfortunately, even t h i s  
is not possible because signals  having pulse l i k e  autocorrelat ion functions must 
have appreciable low frequency content which cannot be radiated i n t o  f r ee  space 
in any ef fec t ive  manner, The best  t h a t  can be done i s  t o  se lec t  the s ignal  
having the most suitabl-e corre la t ion  function which i s  a l so  sui table  f o r  t r ans-  
mission through space. The l a t t e r  requirement e s sen t i a l ly  l i m i t s  consideration 
t o  RF s ignals  but leaves open questions regarding modulation, bandwidth, etc .  
The ac tua l  s ignals  which are most a p p r o p r j a t ~  w i l l  depend t o  a la rge  extent  on 
d e t a i l s  of the  impulse response. For example, sca t t e r ing  from many t a r g e t s  such 
a s  me ta l l i c  surf  aces i s  characterized by specular ref lect ion.  In  such instances 
the  impulse response i t s e l f  contains a 8-function and the  convolution of (2-1) 
l eads  t o  a reproduction of the  co r re la t ion  function a t  each delay cwresponding 
t o  the  round t r i p  time t o  the  sca t t e re r  i n  question. The primary requirement 
i n  t h i s  case, fo r  resolu t ion  of c lose ly  spaced sca t t e r ing  centers, i s  t o  have 
a cor re la t ion  function which i s  narrow i n  extent  along the  T axis.  As w i l l  be 
discussed l a t e r ,  t h e  width of the  corre la t ion  function is  inversely proportional 
t o  the  bandwidth of the s ignal  so tha t  good resolu t ion  w i l l  come with l a rge  
bandwidth, If the re  i s  t o  be only one output of  the  co r re la to r  f o r  each sep- 
a r a t e  t a rge t ,  then it i s  necessary t h a t  the  corre la t ion  function have only a 
single major lobe. This means t h a t  the  transmitted s ignal  cannot be periodic. 
A m h e r  requirement on the  s ignal  comes from the  necessi ty f o r  r e l a t i v e l y  long 
s igna l  durat ions i n  order  t o  measure the  doppler s h i f t  of  the  signal.  
Taking' all of these  requirements together, one i s  l e d  qui te  na tu ra l ly  t o  
consider use of a wideband random signal having 8 high RF  center  frequency. 
Such a signal has a correlation f'unction which is  res t r ic ted t o  a region along 
the r axis  of roughly $, where B i s  the bandwidth of the signal, The duration 
is  independent of the bandwidth, and good free space propagation can be obtained. 
Using a signal of t h i s  given type it would be expected that  specular 
reflection would give r i s e  t o  a delayed and attenuated version of the incident 
signal. Crosscorrelation of the  reflected and incident signals would lead t o  
a function whose maximum occurred a t  a delay time equal t o  the round t r i p  time 
of the radiated signal from the radar t o  the target  and back, The magnitude of 
the crosscorrelation function w i l l  be related t o  the magnitude of the reflected 
signal. 
In cases where the impulse response contains features i n  addition t o  
de l ta  functions the analysis i s  more involved and must take these additional 
features in to  account. A general discussion of the  eleatromagnetic implll.se of 
t a rge ts  is given i n  Sec. 5, Electromagnetic Impulse Response of Scattering Bodies. 
Analysis Based on Continuous Data Processing. 
In order t o  gain insight in to  the nature of the  system response and into  
the correlator performance required t o  implement a random signal radar, we 
w i l l  consider first a case h e r e  the target. -consists of a collection of 
stationary specularly reflecting.  points and then extend the analysis t o  in- 
clude motion of the scatterers. I n  an actual implementation of a random signal 
radar system the correlation operations are carried out d ig i ta l ly  using samples 
of the  transmitted and received signals. The analysis of the digi t& system i s  
somewhat Involved and it i s  d i f f icu l t  t o  obtain insight into the general- char- 
ac t e r i s t i c s  of the  system from the complicated expressions resulting from the  
f u l l  analysis, Moat of the complexity can be avoided by considering a con- 
tinuous system (rather than the discrete d ig i t a l  cross-correlator) that com- 
putes the c o r n l a t i o n  functions involved, It w i l l  be shown i n  Section 3, 
2-4 
Mathematical Analysis of the Polari ty Coincidence Digital Correlator, t ha t  the 
general resu l t s  f o r  the  two cases are identical  except for a loss  of efficiency 
in  the digitctl correlator. Accordingly, the analysis w i l l  proceed by assuming 
a continuous correlation operation. 
An elementary block diagram of a random signal radar is  shown i n  Fig. 2-1, 
Fig, 2-1 Elementary Random Signal Radar 


















suitable se t  of terminals on the radar. For example, ~ ( t )  might be the f i e ld  
8trength i n  the  waveguide feeding the transmitting antenna. Let % be the mp- 
Cross-correlator 
C 
l i tude of the signal received from the kth scat terer  with a delay, rk, re la t ive  
t o  the  time of transmission. The received signal, y(t), measured a t  a suitable 
/ 
set of t e f i n a s  at the radar may then be represented a s  the  sum of the signals 
the in 




The crosscorrelation of y ( t )  and x( t )  can be obtained in  terms of the auto- 
correlation function R (7) of the transmitted signal as follows. 
Xx 
The crosscorrelation function i s  seen t o  be a sum of terms, each of which is  a 
reproduction of the correlation function of x ( t )  located a t  a particular delay, 
Tk, and having an amplitude determined by a particular scattering aoefficient, 
%. The coefficients % can be related t o  the reflecting properties o f t h e  
target by calculating the mean square value of the received signal i n  terms of 
the scattering coefficients. Assuming x ( t )  i s  a sample function from an ergodic 
random process, then the average power of the received signal is proportional t o  
11 we ass-, for  the ipoment, that  R=(T) is  zem except vhen ~4 (i.e., white 
nolee ), then, 
Now R (0) is the mean square value of the transmitted signal (i.e., the trans- 
XX 
2 
mitted therefore, % is  the power reflection coefficient corresponding 
t o  the delay, T ~ ,  and can be related t o  range, antenna gain, target geometry 
and other parameters. These relationships are sufficient for the case of 
stationary scatterers but must be altered t o  allow for relative velocity be- 
tween the scatterers and the radar. 
Target motion can be taken into account by assuming that  each scattering 
center has a radial  velocity, vk, directed toward the radar.  h he possibil i ty 
of rad ia l  acceleration can also be taken into account but becomes quite i n-  
volved algebraically), The delay associated with the kth scatterer would then 
be -rk%t where ak, the delay rate, i s  given by 
and c i s  the velocity of l ight.  The signal scattered from these moving ta r-  
gets can be expressed as 
This equation can also be written i n  terms of a time dilation parameter, B, 
i n  the following manner 
where : 
C +Vk 
Bk = ( 1 ~ ~ )  = - 
C -V k 
The coefficient bk can be related t o  the corresponding coefficient ak for 
the stationary case by considering the energy received from a single scatterer 
in a' t ime T. Equating the energy scattered back t o  the receiver from a sta- 
tionary end a moving scatterer gives 
m 
where the upper l i m i t  i n  the right hand integral is chosen so that  the inte- 
gration extend8 over the same segment of the transmitted waveform. By changing 
the variable of integration i n  the right hand integral and solving fo r  bk in 
terms of ak it $8 found tha t  
For virtually aU. velocities of interest  Pk is  such that  bk 2 9. For example, 
i f  v, = 1000 meters/sec, it i s  found that  8, = 0.99999 so that  b, and % are 
indistinguishable. The fac t  that  they are different a t  all i s  the result of a 
differing amount of energy stored i n  the space between the radar and the target 
in the two cases. 
It is  convenient t o  generalize the analysis at t h i s  point by considering 
crosscorrelation of the received signal with a modified form of the transmitted 
signal. This modif led f o m  will be called the reference aigaal, r ( t  ), and will 
be an amplitude-scaled, time-delayed, and time-scaled version of the transmitted 
signal. All of these delaying and scaling operations are readily carrled out 
by the correlator and w i l l  be considered in  more de ta i l  i n  a l a t e r  section. 
hsuming the amplitude scaling t o  be unity, the reference signal can be written 
where ar and 7 are the velocity and range parameters set  into the reference r 
signal. The crosscorrelation of the received signal and the reference signal 
i s  given by 
In obtaining (2-13) the operations of summation and expectation were inter-  
changed. It i s  evident t h a t  the crosscorrelation function (i.e. the correlator 
output), R , consists  of the superposition of a se t  of time-varying functions-- Y r  
one from each of the ta rge t s  present, Each scatterer gives r i se  t o  a component 
i n  the  output having an i n i t i a l  delay of ( - T )  and a delay ra te  of(ar - ak). 
In order t o  make evident the  significance of t h i s  resul t  and t o  show i t s  relation- 
ships t o  system resolution, it i s  necessary t o  consider these components i n  more 
detail.  
If it i s  assumed tha t  the radar signal x ( t  ) has a spectral  density tha t  i s  
symmetrical about some high frequency (i.e. the car r ie r  frequency), fc, then 
the autocorrelation function of x ( t  ) can be written a s  
where R c ( ~ )  i s  the  "envelope" of the correlation function and i s  completely 
determined by the  bandwidth and shape of the signal spectrum but i e  independent 
of the  center frequency. The spectral  densit ies and autocorrelation flmctions 
Of some typ ica l  random signals are shown i n  Fig. 2-2. Using t h i s  representation 
of the  correlation function the crosscorrelation function given i n  (2-13) can 
be rewritten a s  
N 
Each term i n  t h i s  expression i s  i n  the form of an amplitude modulated carrier--  
- 
\ - 2 (vr-vkl 
the car r ie r  freouency being (a-a,. , where A c  is  the wavelength 

corresponding t o  the RF center frequency fc, and the modulation being 
Rc [(ar- ak) t - ( r r  - rk)]. A typical  term, for  a Gaussian bandpass signal, 
would lead t o  an output waveform a s  shown i n  Fig. 2-3, 
Fig. 2-3 Correlator Output from k-th Scatterer 
The complete crosscorrelation function w i l l  be the superposition of signals 
Of the form of Fig. 2-3 coming from each scattering center. The range reso- 
lut ion of the system w i l l  be determined by the degree t o  which components such 
a s  shown i n  Fig. 2-3 can be differentiated from each other when separated s l ight ly  
in time. Thie i n  turn depends on the  width (and shape) of the  envelope of the 
Correlation function of the  t ranmi t ted  signal and hence on i ts  bandwidth. The 
greater the  bandwidth the be t te r  the ranne resolution. Table 2-1 gives the re- 
he width of the correlation n the t f the s rl and t l  
>r the 
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Table 2-1 ReeolUtidn Characteristics of Correlation Functions . .. -. . -, 
There is  no generally accepted cr i ter ion for  specifying resolution in  
- 
terms of the parameters given i n  Table 2-1. For the rectangular bandpass 
t 
_ _,.. Spectrum Correlation Function 
case the Rayleigh c r i te r ion  of difraction limited resolution in optics i s  
frequently used since the correlation function has the same form as  a difraction 
I 
L 
pattern of a rectangular aperture. This cr i ter ion specifies the resolution 
l imi t  a s  t ha t  separation a t  which the nu l l  of one difraction pattern falls 
on the peak of the adjacent pattern. This turns out t o  be a separation of 
l /Bn f o r  the case a t  hand and t h i s  i s  the most commonly used expression. Since 
neither the  single tuned nor the Gaussian spectra have nulls i n  t h e i r  cor- 
rela t ion functions t h i s  cr i ter ion cannot be applied. An alternative, and es- 
sen t ia l ly  equivalent, estimation of the r e s o l u t i o ~ ~  capabil i t ies of a particular 
signal i s  just i t s  width between one half value points. These values are given 
i n  Table 2-1. It i s  seen tha t  for general discussion purposes it i s  not un- 
reasonable t o  take the reciprocal noise bandwidth a s  an approximation t o  the 
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conversion from time resolution of the  correlation function t o  range 
8 
resolution is  obtained by multiplying by c/2 = 1.5  x 10 . Thus the resolution 
8 
i n  meters i s  le5 lo and a bandwidth of 1 Gllz  would give a range resolution 
Bn 1 
of 1 5  cm or approximately 2 f t .  
In addition t o  the time separation of the components i n  the correlator 
output there i s  a l so  a frequency difference caused by the different doppler 
frequency s h i f t s  from scat terers  having different velocities, These differences 
i n  doppler frequency can be detected by means of appropriate f i l t e r s ,  and the 
degree of separation (re solution) possible i s  determined by the f i l t e r  band- 
widths used. These f i l t e r  bandwidths are i n  turn determined by the observation 
time ami l ab l e  which i s  a function of (a,.ak), the difference i n  delay ra te  se t  
i n  the correlator and tha t  of the target. 
An estimate of the velocity resolution can be obtained i n  the following 
manner. Consider a bandpass f i l t e r  foXLowed by an envelope detector con- 
nected t o  the output of the  correlator as shown i n  Fig. 2-4. The input t o  the 
I 
I 
Fig, 2-4 Measurement of Doppler Frequencies 
f i l t e r  w i l l  be a signal of the  form of Fig. 2-3. The output of the  envelape 
detector will be propodi.onal t o  the amplitude of the input. If the half  
Power bandwidth of the  f i l t e r  i s  W, then it may be assumed tha t  t a rge t s  sep- 
arated by doppler f reqoenc ie~  fl-f2 = W c M  be resolw?d. Conveding t o  vel- 
The center frequency of the f i l t e r  depends on the difference between the 
velocity of the ecatterer and the reference velocity. For the velocity interval 
v1 t o  v the f i l t e r  center frequency fF is  given by 2' 
f 
f* = ' (v hr -2vr) 
c 1 2  (2-17 
where vr is  the reference velocity and is  related to  the correlator delay rate 
by the expression q= 2vJ (c-vr). 
To summarize thee, the range resolution is  given by 
and the velocity resolution i s  given by 
In the above equations c i a  the velocity of light, Bn i i s  the equivalent noise 
bandwidth of the sydem, W is  the output f i l t e r  bandwidth 8nd fa i s  the RF 
carr ier  frequency of the system. Some typical range and velocity resolution 
values are given i n  Tables 2-2 and 2-3. 
An important conclusion that  i e  immediately evident from (2-18) and (2.19) 
i s  tha t  the range and velocity resolution can be controlled independently. This 
resul ts  from the fact that  the signal bandwidth and the signal duration are in- 
dependent of each other. 
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Table 2-2 Range Resolution as  a Function of Signal Bandwidth 
Table 2-3 Velocity Resolution as a Function of 









1 5  cm 
1.5 cm 
Practical Considerations* , 
The analysls given above clear ly  indicates the basic operating principlee 
and performance capabil i t ies of the random signal radar. However,  the  theory 
dewloped is  too idealized t o  be direct ly  applicable t o  pract ical  calculations. 
In particular, the following realistic requirements must be taken in to  account: 






























time average must be used; the timewbandwidth product of the radar signal i s  
so large t h a t  it is impossible t o  obtain the required delays by means of con- 
ventional delay l ines ;  and f i na l l y  unwanted noise w i l l  be present and i t s  
e f fec t s  must be taken i n t o  account. 
Estimation of t he  correlation function can be readily accomplished by 
means of time averaging. For a single scat terer  t h i s  would take the following 
If noise i s  assumed t o  be present then the estimate becomes 
Assuming t h a t  the  transmitted signal, x( t ) ,  is  a sample f'unction from an 
ergodic Gaussian random process, a s  it typically would be, and tha t  n ( t )  is  
an independent zero mean Gaussian random noise process, then it follows tha t  
A 
the expected value of R is  equal t o  R we Furthermore, it can be shown tha t  yr 
1 
i f  the averaging time i s  appreciably longer than the correlation time (T >> -) 
Bn 
then the  output signal-to-noise rat io,  defined a s  the square of the mean - d u e  
divided by the  variance, is  
2 2 
where T is the  integration time, Bn i s  the equivalent noise bandwidth, ak % 
i s  the  signrl pow= reflected back from the delay .rk and oz i s  the  noise power. 
Under typ ica l  operating conditions the receiver noise power w i l l  greatly exceed 
the aignal power and t h i s  expression can be appro&ated a s  
T 8;; a; Signal energy i n  time T (9 = - = \ 1'4 / Z 
(I an/2 Bn Noise spectra l  density 
The lal i ter  expression i s  the  general expression for  the output signal-to-noiae 
r a t i o  of a matched f i l t e r .  A fur ther  formulation of the output signal-to- 
noise r a t i o  can be made i n  terms of the input signal-to-noise ra t io ,  ( s / N ) ~ ,  
when the input signal-to-noise r a t i o  i s  small. 
In terms of general radar parameters (2-25) can be written as  
m n 
where PT i s  the transmitted power, G i s  the antema power gain, Ac is  the 
wavelength, T is the integration time, a the  radar cross-section, R is  the range, 
k is  B o l t ~ ' s  constant, To i s  the receiver reference temperature, and F i s  .the 
receiver noise figure. 
From the above expressions f o r  the  output signal-to-noise r a t i o  it i s  
evident t h a t  the detection process i s  coherent and no threshold e f fec t s  are 
Present f o r  smal l  signal-to-noise ratios. 
The remaining matter of providing necessary delays for performing the 
crosscorrelation is  brought in to  proper perspective by computing some typical  
values. Suppose t h a t  a resolution of 1 meter were desired a t  the  lunar surface. 
This would require a b8ndddt.h of 3 GHz and a delay i n  the  order of 2.5 sec 
9 giving a delay-bandwidth product of 7.5 x 10 which i s  f a r  beyond the capability 
Of any present delay lines. Because of the  inrpossibility of achieving these 
.- 
large delay-bandwidth products by analog methods a d i g i t a l  technique was de; :..- 
-loped which &m&l&ely circumvents t h i s  problem. This technique and i t s  
mathematical description discussed i n  the  next Section. 
- 
3. MATEIEMATI~AL ANALYSIS OF THE DIGITAL POLARITY CORRELATOR 
Operation of the d ig i t a l  polari ty coincidence correlator i s  based on the 
fact  t ha t  if  an ergodic Gaussian random signal x ( t )  with zero mean, variance 
2 
a , and normalized correlation function p x ( ~ )  
1 R ( r )  = - p X ( ~ )  =7 2 ~ [ x ( t ) x ( t + r  )I 
a a 
i s  passed through an i n f in i t e  clipper for which the output i s  
* 
~ ( t )  = sgn x ( t )  
then p y ( ~ )  = E [ Y ( ~ ) Y ( ~ + T ) ~  = sin-' p x ( ~ )  
This resu l t  also holds f o r  the normalized crosscorrelation function f o r  two 
mutually ergodic Gaussian random signals with zero mean. That i s ,  
4 
jlhe::c resu l t s  are derived i n  Appendix% 
In general, the correlation function of the inf ini te ly  clipped signals 
i s  given by 
P y ( ~ )  = (+I) prob[yl(t-~)y2(t) > 01 + (-1) ~ o b [ ~ ~ ( t - r ) ~ ~ ( t )  < 01 




This i s  exactly the operation performed by the d ig i t a l  polari ty coincidence 
correlator shown i n  Fig. 3-1, i n  which the samplers and pulse generator measure 
the po la r i t i es  of y l ( t )  and y Z ( t )  a t  each sampling instant and provide t h i s  
information i n  usable d i g i t a l  form. The logic c i rcui t ry  then simply examines 
i t s  two inputs f o r  ident i ty  (coincidence) and provides an output t o  the counter 
when coincidence occurs. Thus, i f  the t o t a l  number of decisions N made by the 
logic c i r cu i t  is  known, we have 
N Prob [coincidence] w c / ~  
where Nc i s  the counter count. Also, 
N-Nc 
Prob [anti-coincidence 1 PJ 7 
2 N  -N 
C and BY(7) = - N 
where the  delay T i s  given by 
- - 
7 = kTs - 6 
The delay, 7, is  obtained i n  two steps, The portion ws resu l t s  from 
delaying the  pulses corresponding t o  the polari ty 8@leS i n  a Shift regis ter  
with k stages. The portion s is  obtained by delaying the sampling pulse 
t o  the  upper channel by an amount c which is  some fraction of the 
s q l i n g  period T8 and provides a vernier delay* 
An analysis of the performance of t h i s  correlator requires an investigation 
Of both the  mean and the -iance of the output obtained. It should be noted 
that the correla tor  output i s  r ea l l y  an estimate of the correlation Punction 
Of the clipped input signals* 
Iot ^ P y ( ~ )  be thd estimate of the  correlation function ~ ~ ( 7  
Fig. 3-1 Block Diagram of Video Correlator 
E [ ; ~ ( ~ T ~  - a l l  = py(kTs - e )  
where s i s  the incremental delay introduced t o  permit measurement of the cor- 1 
relation f'unction a t  points other than kT8, since only for  a t  moat one value of 
k w i l l  there be any correlation i f  th. signal bandwidth B i 6  much greater than f8. 
In most applications of the correlator the inputs w i l l  each consist of 
11 signal" plus inclependent noise, where the signals a n  correlated btlt the 
"noises" are not. That i s  
( 1  = ( 1  + n2(t)  
where s l ( t )  and a2 ( t )  are correlatedj nl(t) and n2(t)  are independent of each 
other and of s l ( t )  and s2 ( t ) ;  %(t) ,  ~ ~ ( t ) ,  nl(t), and n2(t)  a m  each ergodic 
Gaussian random processes with zero man; and 8l (t ) and nZ ( t )  a m  EU~UUY 
ergodic. Then the nornslized correlation fkmction of % ( t )  and x2 ( t )  i a  given by 
"a. Os, PS ( I )  
uld fo: 
Also, 2 1 E[by (kTS - e l l  = 1 1 E{Y~[( I -~ )T  s + e l  Y ~ [ ~ T ~ I  
* 1-1 j.1 
!Che diffleplty here i s  tbht the fauth-produet-rolsnt hnr not b&n evaluated 
i n  general for clipped '~ausa iah  noire. However, for  our purpor& roas reasonable 
appmximrtionr can be made. We may armme that the sampling. r a k  f - 1/T8 18 
l o w  compared t o  tt6 bandwidth B of the input signal since the correlrtor i s  t o  be 
a wideband device. Then, with B >> fa, yl[(i-k)TS+'a] i r  essentially Independent 
of y l [ (d-k)~  + a )  and y2(iT;)is e s s e n t i U y  independent of Y ~ ( J T ~ )  for  i )( j. 
8 
Furthermom, %[ (i-L)T.+ may be correlated either with yZ[iT8], or Yith y2[ jts] 
for  roa. vrlu. j1 of 3, but not both. If y 1 [ ( i - k ) ~  a + el  is  correlated with y2 (IT.), 
then it i s  not correlated with y2[ j ~ ~ ]  for  any t en .  i n  the sumation and the fourth- 
product-moment may be written 
I y 1  ( k )  + 1 i r  correlated with Y ~ ( J T ~  for 8- v a . ~ ~  j of j, then it i a  
8 
9 not cor re labd  with y (IT ) .slid the fodh-product-momnt may be written, for j E j 2 8 
as 3-6 
E[Y~[ ( i - k ) ~ ~ +  ,I Y ~ ( J * T ~ ) ]  E[Y~[ ( J * - ~ ) T ~ +  r l  Y ~ ( ~ s ) ]  
= p y [ ( j * - i + k ) ~ s -  a1 Py[ ( i - j ' +k )~s -  e l  = 0 
since p (nT - r )  i s  significantly different from zero only for a t  most one value 
Y S  3 
of n. Then 
and 1. 1 2 Varre (kTs- r ) l  < p - - 
Y N Oy (Mp- 2 )  
1. 
var[; (kT8- r 1) < ~j 
Y (3-10) 
It i s  interest ing t o  put the performance of the correlator i n  terms of 
signal-to-noise ratios.  
~ ( t )  ' s l ( t )  + nl(t)  
xz ( t )  R s 2 ( t )  + n2(t)  as before. Then the output "signal" 











the output noise power (varianoe) i s  given by f i  , and 
2 
Px ( 7 )  








That is, the output signal-to-noise r a t i o  increases with I! and decreases x i th  the 
nOiae-t~-aignal r a t i o s  of each input. 
SO far, nothing ha8 been said about the correlator bandwidth except that  it 
~ S ~ ~ d  largs c m e d  to the ~ u p l i m  f'requency. What really does de ten lne  the 
of t h i n  cormlater? It appear8 tha t  the bandwidth i a  limited fbndaacntally 
3-7 
by the sampling pulse width! That t h i s  i s  true can be seen heuristically by 
the following argument. If the signal which i s  being sampled does not change 
sign during the sampling pulse, it i s  reasonable t o  assume that  no error w i l l  
be made by the sampler i n  determining the polarity of the input. However, i f  a 
zero crossing does occur during a sampling pulse, then it i s  possible that  the 
correlator amy decide i n  e r ror  about the polari ty of the signal. How, it i s  
obvioue t h a t  the  ooourrence of such errors w i l l  degrade the correlator output i n  
some way. It i s  also obvious tha t  the probability of one or more zero croseings 
occuring during a sampling pulse w i l l  increase with signal bandwidth. Themfore, 
the probabili ty of erroneous decisions, which degrade the correlator performance 
i n  some manner, depends on the sampling pulse width. 
With the above discussion i n  mind we examine the question more careflrlly. 
Consider first the e f fec t  of errors  on the mean value of the output. We ham 
where y , ( i~s )  with probability 1 - p - q 
- ( I T )  wlth probability p 
That is, p is  the probal~i l i ty  of e r ror  for  the sampler decision. 
If we ass- t h a t  t he  decisions arde by the srlapler are iadependsnt of all predous 
dacirions inrof- ar errors  are concerned, then 
A lspecial case i s  that  with identicdl. input8 ( and amplere ) with zero delay, 
where we obtain 
E[?,(0)1 - 1 
2 In general then, the "signal" output i s  reduced by a factor (1-2p) for  both 
correlators, except fo r  the special case of the autocorrelator with zero delay. 
Next, consider the effect  of errors on the variance of the output. We have 
and as before we sbtain 
Thus, the mtpnt i a  not significantly affected by the occurrence of 
Irror8 i n  the r q l e r .  
NOW th.f th effeot of rarpling error rate har been detarmined, the more 
afflcalt watton of tb ai lp la l  baadridth 28 r s l b h d  t o  t h i n  error  rate must 
3-9 
be investigated. We noted that  the occurrence of zero crossings i n  the signal 
during a sampling pulse may cause a sampling error. If we assume that the effective 
rms value of the signal a t  the input t o  the sampler  hat is, i t s  ma value had it 
not been dipped. ) i s  much greater than the deaision level  or threshold of tb 
s q l e r ,  then it is  reaaonable t o  consider the alipped signal as a t ru ly  binary 
signal insofar as the sampler i s  concerned. Since the deaision made by the sam- 
pler  w i l l  most l i ke ly  depend on some sort  of integration of the clipped signal 
during the sampling pulse it i s  also reasonable t o  assume that the sampler will 
make an er ror  i f  the polarity of the signal does not exis t  for  a t  l e i s t  one-half 
the duration of the sampling pulse. If th i s  i s  true and i f  we assume that the 
eero crossings are uniformly distributed over the svlrpling pulse width, then p i s  
one-half the probability of a t  l eas t  one eero crossing occurring during a sampling 
pulse. 
Now, in appliesltions where correlation functions are t o  be eetimated with 
absolute precision, the bandwidth will be determined by the precision required, 
However, if only the existence of correlation i s  t o  be determined, as for example, 
i n  detection applications, then the bandwidth i s  determined by the maximum 
tolerable reduction of output signal-to-noise ra t io  d w  t o  sampling error. In 
e i ther  case the' cormlator bandwidth i s  dxpechd t o  be sumwhrt less  than the 
reaiprocal of the sampling pulse width, and will most l ikely hsvh t o  be determined 
experinentally. 
obaous application for a wideband correlator i s  radar. In radar 8~8tem8 
a signal x(t)  is t rmmi t t ed ,  and a signal ~ ( t )  i s  received. If we asnume a point 
target  with constaut radial  r r l o c i t ~ ,  then 
y ( t )  = a ( t )  x[ (1-1 t - 71 
The parameters r, a are related t o  the target range an8 range rate respectively. 
Th. correlation function of the transmitted and received signals is  then 
md the normalized corre la t ion function i s  of the form 
'or wideband signals with long observation o r  integration periods, the effect  .# 
~f the t e rn  ( &). i s  t o  reduce the output of the correlator inversely wi th  I'? 
in a manner depending on the shape of the correlation function, Therefore, 
udess some method of compensating for the effect  of target  range ra te  i s  found, 1 
the correlator w i l l  not be useful  i n  the radar application. 
Fortunately, the effect  of t h i s  type of non-stationarity can be compensated 
for by simply using different  sampling frequencies for  each input signal, sam~lfng 
x( t )  pt fs and y(t) a t ( l i a ) fB .  The cormla tor  (see Fig. 3-2) then e f f e c t i n l y  "trackat' 
the target  and i t s  output i s  not dependent on N. The value of a for  which maximum i 
Output is obtained from the correlator then determines the target  range rate, 
while the value of rO for  which the output i s  m a x i m  determines the t a rae t  range. 
That the  sampling frequencies mat be f 8  and(lw)fs can be shorn 8s follows: 
~ ( t ) ,  the transmitted signal, i s  azmpled a t  the ra te  fs, and ~ ( t )  a ax[( lm) tor], 
the received signal, i s  sampled a t  the ra t@ f;* 
1 
Let b t  = /Is 
h t '  = ut = 
t ha t  sampling begins at t = 0 for both inputs. men, from x ( t )  we obtain i 
the 8amplas sgn i . 1, 2, 3, . . . and from y ( t )  the samples sgn y( j4 t '  ) 1' 
estimate 
Fig. 3-2 Block Diagram of Correlator For Time Varying Correlation Functions 
a c l ipper  
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N L sgn {xj (n- r)  ~t + 61 x[nk(lra) ~t - TI} n=l 
xherefore, t o  hold the argument of px constant, we need 
so that  
Envelope Correlator 
The envelope d ig i ta l  polarity correlator i s  designed t o  estimate the 
envelope of the cross-correlation function of two narrowband (microwave ) 
Gaussian random 8ignaJ.s. If ~ ( t )  and y ( t )  are mutually ergodic narrowband 
Gaussian random signals whose power spectra are zero outside a fI'@quency 
band i n  the vicini ty  of loc, they can be represented in  terms of narrowband 
1 
envelope functions and a phase modulated carr ier  having a frequency fc= uC/2fi* 
The normalized cross-correlation function of x( t )  and y ( t )  can s i w a r i l y  be 
represented i n  terms of an envelope function and phase modulated carr ier  function 
as 
It i s  IpQ(r) 1 which 1s cstimaeed by the 'envelopan cormlator. m e  theory 
Of operation 5. clerlma below. It i s  shown that  1 pp(r) 1 m y  be expressed 
and N 
~ [ ~ ( r h t  - a )I = 2 7 sin-' {p,[~t( l -k(~+cx))-  r ~ t  + r + 61) 
nN & 
Therefore, t o  hold the argument of px constant, need 
1 k = / ( 1m)  
so that  1 1 A t  ' = (~ra) h t  = /fi 
Envelope Correletor 
The envelope d i g i t a l  polar i ty  correlator is  designed t o  estimate the 
envelope of the cross-correlation function of two narrowband (dcmmve ) 
Gaussian random signals, If x ( t  ) and ~ ( t )  are mutually ergodic narrowband 
Gaussian random signals whose power spectra are zero outside a frequency 
band i n  the v i c in i ty  of , they can be represented in  terms of narrowband 
C 1 
envelope functions and a phase modulated carrier having a frequency fc= wC/2n* 
The normalized cross-correlation function of x ( t  ) and Y ( t  ) can s i a a r i l ~  be
represented i n  terns of an envelope function and phase modulated car r ie r  function 
as 
(3-18) 
Is 1 pQ(r) ( uhich i s  e~ t ima ted  by the correlator* m e  theory 
' Opention is der imd helm. rt i s  ~hown that  IPQ(r) 1 m Y  be expressed 
3-13 
i n  terms of two normalized crosscorrelation functions which correspond to  
video signals, and which can therefore be estimated by the "video" correlator. 
The block diagram f o r  the "envelope" correlator l a  given i n  Fig. 3-3 and 
consists essent ial ly  of two paral le l  "video" correlators preceded by quad- 
rature mixers which provide the proper inputs t o  the "video" correlators. The 
estimate b ( 1  i s  then given by Q 
where Bxty1  (r) and EXty , , (~ )  are the estimates made by the two p a r u e 1  "video" 
correlators. 
In  the block diagram the input signals x ( t )  and jr(t) each consist of 
signal plus noise: 
x ( t )  - f ( t )  + q ( t )  (3-20 
~ ( t )  = g ( t )  + n2(t)  (3-21 
The signals f ( t )  and g ( t )  are correlated, but the noises q ( t )  and n2(t)  
are independent of each other and of f ( t  ) and g ( t  1. a s o ,  f ( t  1, g ( t  1, ( t  ), 
and n2 ( t  ) a m  mutually ergodic narrowband Gaussian random processes. Then 
RJT) = E [ ~ ( t - T )  f ( t ) l  = E [f g ( t ) l  (3-22) 




, f ( t - r  ) g ( t  ) Cos Wc (tar 1. sin wet 
0 8 
- f ( t i )  g ( t  ) Sin wc(t-r Cos W C t  
8 C 
+ fS(t-r)  gs ( t  ) s in  m, (t-T ) sin act] (3-23 
(T ) = RCC (Z ) COS UC COB wct 
- R (r) cos u C ( t - ~ )  Sin , 
C 8 
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ram of the Em relope Correlator 
- R (r) Sin uC(t-r) Cos wCt  
SC 
+ R ( ) Sin wC (t-T) Sin act 
where 
Rcc(d = E (ic(t-?) gc(t)} 
Rc8(T) = E (iC(t-T) g 8 (t)} 
It  is shown i n  Appendix B that 
Rob) ' R 8 8 (T) 
- 
RC8(r) - a R 80 ( 4  
. - 
Then %(.I) - R (I)  cos uO? - R~~ (T) Sin w c ~  
CC 
Putting this expression i n  terms of normalized aorrelation f'unations, 
with 
and 
J P Q ( ~ ) I  i s the envelope of the normalized crosscorrelation function of the 
N N input signals and (S.) ( )  are the input noise-to-signal ratios. 
1 ' 2 
Now it must be shown tha t  the 'envelopet' d ig i ta l  polari ty coincidence 
correlator provides an estimate of the quantity lp (7) 1. From the block Q 
diagram, assuming ideal mixers : 
1 1 Y.' ( t  ) = z yC ( t  ) COB %t + 2 ys ( t  ) Sin wdt 
~ " ( t )  = $ yc(t)  Sin lsdt - $ y s ( t )  cos mdt  
where od = mo - % 
Then 
R X t  = E [x t ( t -T )  Yt'(t)I 
= p E [xc( t - r )  y , ( t )  ~ o s  ~ ~ ( t - 7 )  s in  wdt 
-- 
- 
+ x (t-r) y (t) Sin q ( t - 7 )  Sin mat 
8 C 
- x ( t -T)  y s ( t )  COS w ~ ( ~ - ~ )  'Os .dt 
C 
- x (t-T ) y ( t  ) Sin md(t-~ ) COS m d t l  
s 
It i s  eas i ly  shown tha t  
E [ x c ( t - r ) ~ , ( t ) l  = ~ ~ ( ' 1  (3-36 
. .- 
E[xs(t-r) r,(t)l - %=(TI (3-37 
,. *. - t * ECx- (t - - R-, (T) (3-38) 
so tha t  
1 1 Rx t ytt ( T)  = R ~ ~ ( T )  s in  w d ~  - 4 ~ ~ ~ 1 % )  COB wdT 
Similarly 
1 
R x l y t  (T) ' %c (T) COB wd7 + 4 R ~ ~ ( ~ )  sin ' D ~ ~  
Converting these t o  the normalized crosscorrelation fuhctions estimated by 
the "video" ctorrelatore 
lp (T) Sin wd7 - p C a ( ~ )  C O ~  @$I CC 
and it i e  eas i ly  shown that  
Then the eatimate *pQ(T) of be(.') i s  ~i*$ by? 
/-~ , ( T I  = a, , ,  .I + a . It 
.- 
Other combinstions are alao possible. 
Analysla of the  Envelops Correlator Performance i n  Noise 
The en-lops of the normalized crosscorrelation function of the input 
aignals 1. p '(r). The effeot of .db i t im nolae 1. t o  reduce the envelop 9 
O f  thb a o d i g ~ d  ororecorrelation function: 
'his i s  exactly the  effect  producCd by additive noise for  the "video" cor- 
@elator and need not be discussed further. 
A s  i n  the case of the "video" correlator, both the mean and the variance 
d the estimate ; (T), 9. 
lust be obtained i n  order t o  determine the performance of the "envelope" cor- 
elator i n  the presence of noise. Assuming tha t  the biases of the estimates 
, , (7) and ?j , (7) made by the "video" correlatore are negligible it must 
x 3' x Y 
be determined i f  the bias of the estimate ; (7) i s  negligible. Now, assuming Q 
that the output signal-to-noise r a t i o  i s  reasonably large, 20 db being more 
han adequate , 
and 
80 that  
bias of the  eatimste 6 ( 7 )  i s  therefom negligible if the output signal- Q 
noise r s high. 
A To get an approximate value f o r  the variance of the estimate p p ( ~ ) ,  
it i s  assumed aa before tha t  the output signal-to-noise ra t io  i s  high, ao 
that  only the l i nea r  approximations t o  the transformations need be considered 
t o  compute the variance. From the results  for the video correlator 
Then using the approximation tha t  f o r  small  variances the varianae of the 
square of a random variable, w,  may be approximated as  




If it 18 assumed t h a t  ;x,y, and pxtyw M iqdependent, then 
*en the input a i m - t o - n o i s e  ra t ios  am 
When the input ~iiglul-to-noise ratios are high, there a "noise 
a U P p ~ ~ 8 i ~ n "  effect t h a t  occurs a d  the noise per fono~ce  of the " e n ~ e l ~ p e "  
The video bandwidth is  determined by the bandwidth of the "video" cor- 
relators, which was discussed previously. The bandwidth of the "envelope" 
correlator i s  twice the bandwidth of the "video" correlator used. 
Radar Correlator 
There are several  ways i n  which the  d ig i t a l  polari ty coincidence cor- 
relator can be used a s  the detector i n  a radar system. For example by 
"matching" an envelope correlator t o  the received signal it is  possible t o  
obtain performance exactly a s  described i n  the preceding section. This 
matching amounts t o  incorporating a time dilat ion and time delay i n  the 
reference signal t h a t  w i l l  match tha t  of the received signal. L e t  it be 
aasWd tha t  the  received signal is of the form y ( t )  = aK ~ [ ( l * r ~ ) t - ~ ~ ]  + n(t). 
The required matching is  produced by offsetting the local  osci l la tor  of the 
reference channel by an mount aKfc and s lao off sett ing the sampling frequency 
prOPol%ionately by an amount aKfs, The output of the envelope correlator 
w i l l  than have a maxim a t  a delay r = rXI Thia i a  a useable technique but 
has several disadvantages. The most serious disadvantage i S  t ha t  One 
target can be e x a n e d  with the correlator a t  one time i n  t h i s  configuration 
md consequently multiple correlatops would be required t o  cover any a ~ ~ m c f a b l e  
rmge of delay and velocity variables. Furthermore, the correlator would stay 
mstched t o  the  t a rge t  only if it had constant radial  velocity. 
A more useful  approach i s  t o  use a s l ight ly  mismatched co rn l a to r  i n  
uhich case it is  found t h a t  the o d p t  signals have f repenc ies  proportional 
their doppler a h i n  and can be separated from each other by Simple band- 
f i l t e r s .  -hemore the same information i s  contained i n  each channel 
be envelope correla tor  so tha t  only one channel need be use& thus re- 
W t h a h a - b ~ r ~  . Opention of the co rn l a to r  i n  th ia  mode i a  em- 
;he experimentd correlator to be described l a t e r  and i s  shown i n  
*oj,rom. The reference 
signal x ( t )  is mixed with a signal a t  the center frequency of the RF band. 
x ( t )  7 j-1.1: 
The difference frequency component is  then polari ty sampled a t  a frequency 
Reference 
f8 and the  re.ult.nt se t  of samples passed tbmugh a sh i f t  register that  
Sanlpler 
nrpplia. d.eI..~. multiple of the sunpling period, T8 - l/f8. *e 
sampling p u l ~ e s  am delayed rn increment& smount, c, relative t o  those i n  
Signal A 
Cos u, t 1 -. 









C q a r r d  sequentially with the pulses from the received signal channel. 
In the received s i g n d  the signsl i s  mixed with a l 0 c d  osci l la tor  
t 
Pulse 
h v i n g  i ts frequency offset froxu that  of the reference channel by an amount a r I.U c . 
t 
Coincidence F i l t e r  
- Logic Gen h ( t )  1 
, f s  - - 













The difference frequency component a t  the output of the low pass f i l t e r  
i s  polar i ty  sampled and the samples applied t o  the  coincidence logic circuit.  
ne t o  the  doppler s h i f t  and the offset  frequency of the local  osci l la tor  In 
he received signal channel the cross-correlation function estimated by av- 
eraging the output of t he  coincidence c i rcu i t  i s  an oscil latory t h e  function 
with the osc i l l a t ion  frequency determined by the target  velocity and the local  
oscil lator off  s e t  frequency. By passing t h i s  signal through a bandpass f i l t e r ,  
ignals corresponding t o  various target  velocit ies can be separated. In 
ssence this i s  the  way the d ig i t a l  polar i ty  correlator i s  employed i n  the 
radar application. The mathematical analysis of t h i s  type of operation w i l l  
now be considered. 
The input signals t o  the  correlator are the referenoe signal and the 
received signal. The reference signal i s  assumed t o  be noise free and the 
received s ignel  i s  assumed t o  a time and amplitude scaled and time delayed 
replication of the  transmitted signal plus independent Gaussian noise. These 
8i-9 may be represented a s  follows. 
x (t = X, (t ) cos w C t  - xs ( t  ) s in  act 
- .  
- a [ ( lmK) t ]  s i n  [ (lrcrK) wet - mcrKl 
3-23 
After mixing with the loual  osuil lators and low pass f i l t e r ing  the signals 
be come 1 
1 
x f ( t )  = $ xc(t )  - Z 4 ( t )  (3-64 
1 
I ( t  ) = - 2 a K a  x [ ( l i aK)  t - ~~1 cos [ (aK-ar ) w e t  - ( ~ ~ 7 ~ 1  
+ &  2 n,(t) cos (ar % t )  + $ n.(t) s in  (.a t )  
c r 
The radar c o r n l a t o r  makes an estimate, ^p , , (T,), of the ~ ~ 8 s - c 0 ~ ~ e l a t i o n  
x Y 
function p , , (T), by integrating the output of the logic c i rcui t  i n  a 
x Y 
bandpass f i l t e r .  This estimate can be represented aa the f i l t e r  output which 
may be obtained as the  convolution of the f i l t e r  impulse response, h ( t  ), 
with the output of the logic circuit.  Assuming the duration of the d ig i ta l  
pulses t o  be Tp, the output of the f i l t e r  for  a uni t  amplitude pulse oc- 
curing a t  t = 1 Ts i s  given by 
f u t e r  output = J~ T8 ' TP h(t-5) dS : Tp h( t  - i T ~ )  
Ts 
The approximation on the right hand side results  from the assumption tha t  the 
Pulse duration is  short compared t o  the response time of the f i l t e r  and cor- 
responds t o  replacing the pulse t r a in  by an equivalent w e e  tmin.  Using 
t h i s  relationship, the output of the radar aorrelator can be written as  
M - .  
A ' 
pXgy, (lr) = Tp 1 [~m(i-r)- fs+rl sgn [y' ( i  TS 11 h[ (M-i) Tsl (3-67 1 
5- 
the lower limit of - i s  used t o  assume that  the output has reached st.eady 
e t e t e - - a c t u ~ y  only a f i n i t e  number of pulses wfll contribute t o  the output 
bec8uee h ( t  ) has a d m  different f r o m  zero only over a f i n i t e  
time.  he t ime,  t,  it^ given by t a ms and the delay, rr, i s  given by = fls-r 
Taking the expected value of ^p , , ( r r )  and using the previously derived results  
x Y 
f o r  the correlation function of clipped Gaussian signals gives: 
M 
-- 
E{;~,~,(T,)) = T~ 7 E {sgn {XI [ (~ - r j  ~,+el y t ( i  q)}} h~(14-i) T.] (3-68 
i p  
In obtaining t h i s  resu l t  use was made of the fact  tha t  x ( t )  and n ( t )  are 
s t a t i s t i c a l l y  independent zero mean processes so theit E { X ~ ( ~ ~ )  nc(t2) = 
since t h i s  type of receiver automatically leads t o  an RF bandpass symmetrical 
around the center frequency it follows that  E(*=(t,) xs(t,)} = 0. A mrther 
simplification i n  computation can be made by replacing the summation with an 
integration, To be valid, t h i s  approximation require8 tha t  the summand change 
only a smal l  amount during the time increment A t  = T8. In a p n c t i c d  system 
with a high sampling rate, the  functions making up the ~ ~ u M u I ~  will change 
only s l i gh t ly  i n  the  interval  TB and the approximation vlll be wrg' good. 
.- 
Mhermore I n  the radar case the signal-to-noise ra t io  a t  the input w i l l  
always be small and therefore the inverse sine can be replaced by i t s  argument 
with no significant error. Incorporating these approximations, the expression 
for  E (^Px,yt(~r)} can be written as  
Examination of t h i s  expression shows tha t  it i s  the convolution of a cor- 
rela t ion function with the f i l t e r  impulse response. This may be thought of 
a s  the  s ignal  component of the output. The noise component resul ts  from the 
rand3m component of the sequence of pulses coming from the coincidence circuit.  
- 
For the  case of moat in te res t  the signal-to-noise r a t i o  i s  low and for  purposes 
of computing the  noise component the signal can be neglected, The signals 
being applied t o  the  samplers are then uncorrelated and the output of the 
coincidence log lc  c i r cu i t  is  a ser ies  of unit  amplitude pulses of randm 
polar i ty  having durations of Tp and a repeti t ion frequency of fs* A *ypicd 
sample f'unction is  shown i n  Fig, 3-5. 
Fig. 3-5 Noise Output of Logic Circuit 
The spectra l  density of such a pulse t r a i n  given by 3 
I 
s n ( i )  = - ainc (T$) 
T8 
.. . 
function i n  broad and smooth at the origin fa l l ing  t o  zero a t  a f're- 
q-ncy f = l/Tp 2 fB. ~ ~ c o r d i n g l y  for frequencies much lower than fa  the 
8Pectrum may be assumed t o  be constant with an amplitude equal t o  tha t  a t  
the origin. 
For a f i l t e r  whose pass band i s  near the origin t h i s  would appear as a 
white noise with spectral  density 
Using t h i s  expression fo r  the noise spectrel deneity the correlator performance 
-.A 
can be readily analyzed i n  terms of signal-to-noise ratio. Let it be assumed 
that h ( t  ) is the impulse response ,of a f i l t e r  matched t o  the modified cor- 
relation function given i n  (3-70). In  t h i s  caee the output signal-toaoise 
ra t io  i s  given by the r a t i o  of the signal energy t o  the spectral density of 
4 the noise . Using t h i s  relationship gives: 
1 
me area under the  s p m  of pcc[aKt - ( T ~ - T ~ ) I  is  equal t o  f imes the 
K 
area Under the aquare of the normalized correlation f\mdion, pcc(lr). For a 
trmsmitted eignal of uniform spectral density occupying an RF bandwidth of ~B,=B, 
the under the square of the normalized cross-correlation function i s  ~ / Z B ~ .  
Therefore 
and fo r  (g) < < 1 t h i s  CM be f'urther approximated as: 
Ni 
This is  not a particularly useful expression as it stands since the factor 
aK is  determined ent i rely by the target and doee not appear t o  be under contro 
of the radar designer. AatuaXLy by recognizing that the width of the correlatl 
f'unction is  approximately lDC6 it is then readily seen that i s  the 
time tha t  the correlation function exiets a t  the f i l t e r  input and f B 
S K-c 
i s  therefore the number of pulses, n, that  are integrated by the correlator. 
W n g  t h i s  substitution it is found that  
which i s  similar t o  the express3.on pPeviously obtained fo r  the lowpass or. video 
correlator. This expression can be used for  general calculations where the 
, 
input signal t o  noiae ra t io  i s  low and more than a few pulses are integrated. 
It also is d i rec t ly  applicable t o  the case where a sampling delay rate i s  
introduced i n  one ahannel t o  cause the correlation function envelope t o  be 
spread out mom i n  time. This veuld aorrespond t o  changing aK in (3-75) 
but is automatically taken into account in (3-76) when the o o m c t  number of 
PulSe8 18 used. A further improvement in performance is  possible, however, 
when the correl&,or delay rate i s  adjusted t o  match that of the target ( iaeo,  
In t h i s  case the input t o  the f i l t e r  remains constant over the inte- 
gration time at a d w  equal t o  the peak of the correlation function. This 
increases the signal emrgy and therefore improves the performance. From 
(3-70) the signal emrgy for an integration time, T, i s  found t o  be 
The corresponding output signal-to-noise ratio for a matched f i l t e r  then becomes 
This expression differs from that for the low-pass video correlator by 8 
factor of two. This l o s s  results f r ~ m e a s u r i n g  the envelope of the Cora 
relation f'hction ,by adraging civer phase8 in a single aharuielr A 3 dB 
improyement. &ouU be obtained by empio$ing tl quadra3ture' 10~81.-6acillator and 
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yelationship of Correlation Functions a t  Input and Output of "Infinite Clipper" 
1. ' Autocorrelation 
2 Let x ( t )  be an orgodic Gauasian random proceas with zero mean, variance a , 
and normalized correlation function p x ( ~ ) .  
+1 x > o  
Let y( t )  = ngn ~ ( t ) )  where sgn x = 
where p ( 5 ,  x 2 )  i s  the joint  dennity m c t i o n  of the Gaussian random v u i a b l e ~  
5 ' ~ ( t ) ,  x2 - x(t+r). Note tha t  p ( 5 ,  x2) - p ( - 5 ,  -5 ) and tha t  the double 
integral above arsy be written as 
1 s t  in tegra l  2nd integral  3rd integral 4th integral  
y1 - xl Yl = -xl 3'1 = 0x1 71 - xl 
Y2 = X Y2 = -x2 Y2 = -x2 Y2 = = 2 2 
I 
, sin i 
X 
I. Crosscorrelat ion 
where xl (t ) md x2 ( t )  are ergodic Oauasian random proceases with zero mans, 
2 2 
variances q and o2 respectively, and normali~ed crotscorrelation thnction 
2 2 2 Caae 1. Let ol = u2 = 
1% i s  obvious that p plays the same role here as in Part 1. Therefore, 
X 
2 -1 
= -  ain p x ( ~ )  
~ ~ ( 7 )  n 
Again we have the same form and 
2 -1 
,ly(') =;.in p x ( d  (3 
APPENDIX 3B 
Derivation of a Property of the Crosscorrel.ation 
Function For Narrow-R~nd Gaussisn Proceases 
It i s  assumed t h a t  f ( t ) ,  g ( t ) ,  nl( t)  and n Z ( t )  a re  mutually ergodic 
narrow-band Gaussian random processes. Then [17] 
f ( t )  = f C ( t )  COB w C t  - f , ( t )  s i n  act ( 3 ~ - 1 )  
g ( t )  = g c ( t )  Cos w C t  - g,(t) s i n  ojct ( 3 ~ - 2 )  
property of crosscorre la t ion  functions f o r  s tat ionary processes i a  t h a t  
- gs ( t + ~ )  f C  ( t )  s i n  wc ( t+r  ) COB urct 
+ gs ( t + r )  f, (t ) Sin mc (t*) Sin act] 
= Ro( r )  cos mc(t+r) Cos %t 
- Rsc(r) coa % ( t + r )  Sin wet 
Ro (T ) Sin ac ( t  + r 1 COB met 
+ R 
4. EXPERIMENTAL RANDOM SIGNAL RADAR SYSTEM 
Introduction 
An experimental random signal radar based on the correlator described i n  
section 3 has been constructed and tested, It uses a single cross-cor- 
r e la to r  with s l i gh t l y  d i f ferent  loca l  oeci l la tor  frequencies ili the  two channele 
and est imates the envelop; of the Pi crosscorrelation function. The ex- 
perimental radar operates i n  X-band due t o  the ready avai labi l i ty  of com- 
ponent s and t he  good angular resolution available with moderate size antennas, 
The range resolution of the  system i s  determined by the signal bandwidth which 
. . 
i s  110 MHz RF bandwidth with a 55 MHz IF bandwidth. The wideband video, ampllfie: 
used i n  t he  IF chain a re  the bandwidth limiting components i n  the present sys- 
tem configuration, Table 44 1 l ists 
of the 
the characterist ics of the present system 
and Fig. 4-1 i s  a photograph equipment , 
A simplif ied block diagram of the experimental system i s  I shown i~ 
- J.L. The t ransmit ter  and receiver provide frequency shif ted versionb ul clre cl-UIIB- 
mitted and received signals as inputs t o  the wideband d ig i t a l  ( or. 
I) r the ot Lay sect 
n. ?'he 
The output of t he  correlator  i s  then processed i n  
t ions  t o  provide the  four available output presenGaGion8 01 zne Syster 
implementation of the  variouf 
tions. A complete block d i a~ ram is  snown In ~ 3 -  
ribed i 
1. - 
.n the i j: block: 6 w i l l  ' be desc ig sec- 
Transmitter and Receiv 
Antenna System: A iy radar eyetel a continuous transmitted 
.-- 
signal, a high degree or -t,ran&tter-recei~rr r ~ v l a t i o n  i s  required t o  pre- 
vent Overload and noie of the receiver by leakage from 
the transmitted In the  random signal radar the receiver output due 
t o  leakage be uncorrelated wi th  the reference signal fo r  correlator de- 
lays corresponding t o  ranges than one resolution element (1.2 m), 





Characteristics of the Experimentdl Random Signal Radar Syetem 
Frequency 
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Receiver Noise Figure 
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4-2 Elementary Block Diagram of ~ x p e r b n t a l  
Random Signal Radar System 





VIDEO - SAMPLER 
AMPLIRER 
RANDOM SIGNAL RADAR SYSTEM 
It w i l l  however degrade the  receiver noise figure and increase the variance 
("noise" ) of t he  output. 
To prevent any s ignif icant  noise figure deterioration with a 10 db 
noise figure and a 110 !.flfz RF bandwidth, the isolat ion must be ~ r c a t e r  t h c n  
77' db. f o r  a 200 ww transmitted signal. The two parabolic antetinns used 
have approxiri~ately 45 db of coupling between them when mounted 36" apartr 
This i s  increased t o  approximately 70 db by the addition of a sheet of m i -  
crowave absorbing mater ia l  between the antennas. The antennas may be ad- 
justed through a small angle i n  elevation and azimuth for alignment Pur- 
Po8e8, but have no provision fo r  scanning, A block diagram of the trans- 
mitter and receiver i s  given i n  Fig. 4-4. 
Transmitter: The transmitted signal  required i s  Gaussian random noise 
with a flat spec t ra l  densi ty  over a 110 MHz o r  greater  bandwidth i n  X-band. 
This i s  generated by two cascaded t ravel l ing wave tubes having a gain of 
57 db* The transmitted eignal  i s  the amplified shot noise of the first  tube* 
A noise generator could be used t o  provide the input t o  the first tube, but 
Presently available wideband noise generator a t  X-band has as great a 
output as t h a t  due t o  the  30 db noise figure of the TWT'S used; 50 
the t o  t he  first tube is  simply terminated i n  50 ohms* The second 
tube Operates jus t  below satura t ion with a power output of 10 pw Over i t s  
7-12*4 GHz bandwidth* 1n the 110 MHz vide barld acee$tcd by'the ~ e c e i w r ,  'ftfiis 
8ive8 an effect ive  transmitted power of approximately 200 pW*  his could be 
increased if desired by t he  addition of another TWT ~ l i f i e r  and a 110 MHz 
xide bandpass f i l t e r  t o  prevent saturat ioh of the output tube* 
A a w l e  of the  transmitted signal  i a  8PPlied t o  the reference 
n-rta it to the 100 I&-125 Mhe rMge of the video amplifier* 
u omelllator ~ a c n c y  i. in the middle of t h e  l l O  MHz transmitted 




the noise f igure of t h i s  mixer i s  of no significance. 
Receiver: The receiver i s  similar t o  tha t  which would be used fo r  an 
5quivalent pulsed radar. The wide bandwidth of the transmitted signal 
requires a 55 MHz r e c e i v e  IF bandwidth. This i s  achieved a t  video-100 KIii: 
to 125 MHz. The s igna l  o r  receiver channel i s  similar in  design t o  the ref-  
erence channel. However t o  improve the 20 db noise figure of the mixer, 8 
tunnel diode ampl i f ier  with a gain of 15 db and a noise figure of 5 db i s  
?laced ahead of t he  mixer t o  give a system noise figure of approximately 10 d b ~  
Video Amplifiers: The video amplifier system is  straightforward, using 
chains Of wideband d i s t r ibu ted  amplifiers t o  provide 60 db of gain i n  the 
reference' channel and 100 db ,gain i n  the  ~ i g n a l  channel wlth a 3 db band- 
width Of 55 MHz. It i s  these amplifiers that  primarily determine the reso- 
lution character is t  its of the  random signal radar, Their bandpass charac-. 
teristics determine the  bandpass of the system and thus control the shape 
and width of the  output corre la t ion f'unction. Although each amplifier has 
well i n  excess of 100 MHz, when they are cascaded the overall  
bmdddth is reduced t o  the value of 55 MHzr Any increase i n  the resolution 
Of the radar system will require a corresponding increase i n  the bandwidth of 
the video Wllplifiers, probably through the use of TW!t' amplifiers* 
Local O ~ ~ i l l a t ~ ~ :   he loca l  osc i l l a to r  ayatem must provide stable 
Cv X-band s ignals  a frequency difference variable f%Xil 100 t o  1000 Hz. 
A diagram of the  system i s  shorn i n  Fig. 4.5. The loca l  osc i l l a to r  
'Ource i s  a 2EC25. . ref lex  klystron. prove the frequency s t a b i l i t y  the 
Q8~atron i. pha8e locked to a c r y s t u  c o r r t m ~ e d  source by a D D ~ C  265011 
OEciUator 8ynch+odzer* The u y a t m n  ~ u t p u t  d i rec t ly  p m d d e s  the local 
O'clUa*or s ignal  at 8.830 D H ~  f o r  the  reference channel mixer* 
lw.1 o a c m t O r  r igna  fo r  the signal channel mixer be offset 
s h i f t  is provided by 
Re.! 
Frequency 
I 1 I~ieter 
Sawtooth Ctn 
the serradyne technique of modulating the helix voltage of a traveUing wave 
tuba amplifier with a constant amplitude variable frequency sawtooth. The 
phase shift of the signal passing through We travelling wave tube i s  pro- 
portional t o  the hel ix  voltage. If the amplktude of the helix sawtooth mod- 
ulation is adjusted t o  produce 360' phase shift, the TWT output frequency 
w i l l  be offset f r b  the input frequency by the sawtooth repetition rate. 
This output then provides ,the local oscillator signal for the signal channel. 
The frequency difference between the two local oscillator outputs may be 
vafied by changing a control voltage which determines the repetition rate 
of the sawtooth generator. 
,Wideband Correlat o r  
The heart of the  random signal radar i s  the wldeband correlator~ 1t 
must delay the reference signal by a time equal t o  the r d  t r i p  target 
and multiply the delayed reference by the returned sign&. If  an andlog 
cOrrelator were t o  be used i n  the system described here, t h i s  woad =quire 
m i a b l e  delay l i n e  with a bandwidth of 55 MHz and a delay 
Beveral hunded microseconds. u n f o ~ t e l y ,  delay l ine 8 with tfUff'icientl3' 
' q e  delay bandwidth pr0duc-t~ are not available. This problem m y  be avoided 
by use of the polar i ty  coj.ncidence correlator. In th i s  correlator the input 
"mals are converted t o  b i n a v  Banplea a t  a much lower data rate. These 
' q 1 e ~  then be delayed by mans of a shift register and multiplied by 
logic c i r cu i t s  t o  produce a 1% i e  simply related t o  the 
P 0 8 8 c 0 ~ l a t i o n  funation of the i n  ,log signsts, A block disgrrun of 
Larity coinoidenoc o o m l a t o r  28 ahom i n  ~ f g .  4.6.
per& ~ m h r ~ r  m e  0ve-r of the ride0 ~ l i f i e r 8  are passed 
I which volt sa pare Vtf lVe8 h i c h  have zero 








correspond t o  the  po l a r i t y  of the square wave (or input signal)  a t  the sampling 
instants* This sampling i s  done i n  two sthgee. Fi rs t ,  a high speed sampling 
gate connects the c l ipper  output t o  a small capacitor fo r  the 5 ns duration of 
the sampling pulse. The voltage on t h i s  capacitor i s  proportional t o  the 
value of the c l ipper  output during the sampling pulse interval. This voltage 
i s  then sampled by a slower speed decision c i rcui t  which generates a binary 
one i f  the input s ignal  i s  positive o r  a binary zero i f  the input signal i s  
negative. The sampling pulse t o  the gate must be shorter than the reciprocal 
of the signal  bandwidth t o  reduce the probability of errors due t o  the input 
polarity changing during the  sampling interval. Since the value of the input 
signal is  held by the  capacitor, the second sampler cannot produce such an 
error and a slower decision and pulse generation c i rcui t  may be used. The 
88mplers operate a t  a 100 kHz ra te  determined by the clock generator* 
Variable Delay: The delay required I n  the reference channel r e l a t i w  
to the signal  channel i s  obtained i n  two ways. The binary output of the 
channel may be passed through from 0 t o  50 sh i f t  regis ter  b i ts .  
Each sh i f t  r eg i s t e r  b i t  w i l l  produce an output delayed from the input by one 
'lock Pulse i n t e rva l  o r  10 psec. This permits delays of up t o  500 psec i n  
lo I-rsec steps. To obtain intermediate values of delay, e i the r  the reference 
Or signs sampling pulse may be delayed by in  incrementd tmo~nt  s (from o t o  
bs) IUeans of a variable delay unit. This delayed sampling pulse w i l l  
Produce an addi t ional  delay of + c if the signal or  reference ~ ~ l p l i n g  pulses 
- 
are  delayed. Thus any d u e  of delay frm 0 t o  5O5 ps may be 
Obtained by the  proper khoice of and the number of shi f t  register  b i t s*  The 
v8riable delay generator may be programed by a control voltage t o  cause 6 t o  
"v in any desired manner. 
h ~ i c  and atput: The output of the ~ h i i t  register  and the signfl  channel 
'%ler compared c i rcu i t  which produces a 
'Oincidence DUI.S~ &en r;ue two input8 s e ~ e  , , lurticoincidonce pulse 
logic 
.- --* 
&en they are Pifferent. 
. These output pulsea may be counted t o  provide 
a d i g i t a l  readout of the  correlator. An analog output is  produced by sett ing 
a f l ip- flop t o  1 for  a coincidence and t o  0 for  an anticoincidence. If the 
f l ip- flop output is + V vol ts  for a 1 and 0 volts for a 0, the mean value of 
the output voltage wlU be V x (probe colnc. ) + 0 x(~rob.  anticoinc. ) = 
~ / 2  [ p  +1], where p i s  the normalized crosscorrelation function of the two Y Y 
clipped inputs, This i s  related t o  the normalized crosscorrelation f h c t i o n  
of the unclipped inputs pxj by 
n px = ein  - p 
2 Y 
i f  the inputs a re  Gaussian random signals. 
Output and Display 
From section 3, the  expected value of the correlator output when the 
radar system is observing N targets of amplitudes %, a t  ranges rk and w l t h  
range r a t e s  ark wil l  be of the form 
N 
7 
K) ak PC; [akt - ( r k m r r ) l  cos L(%-ar) w C t  - w r  1. lt=2 c k  
For a fixed reference delay, T, the observation time used must be short 
enough t h a t  we may ignore the  %t term i n  the argument of pc, . , The output 
then becomes a summation of sine waves, each of frequency 4fc - Qrfc, the 
difference between the  target  doppler frequency and the locdl osci l la tor  offset  
f r e q u ~ n ~ y ,  By using a narrow band f i l t e r  we may select o r  reject  any band of 
doppler f reguencie B. 
When such a f i l t e r  i s  used the random signal radar operates a s  a matched 
f i l t e r  detector, responding only t o  the returns from targets with the part-  
icular velocity and range t o  which it i s  matched. To present an output dis-  
play of targets a t  different velocities and ranges we must e i ther  use para l l e l  
channele d t h  different f i l t e r  characteristics or  slowly vary the and 
range t o  which the correlator i s  matched. The experiment* r*ar uses the 
second approach, The desired value of range o r  velocity is  selected and the 
other coordinate is  slowly scanned t o  produce a plot  of the targets  present. 
Types of Disr,la~s_: Four different  output displays are available wi th  the 
experimental system. The first  display i s  a plot of target  amplitude vs. 
range with no veloci ty  resolution. The second display i t3  similar, but permits 
the selection of only t a rge t s  with a particular velocity. The th i rd  mode i s  
the ID1 mode i n  which t a rge t s  with any particular velocity may be surpreased 
and a l l  other t a rge t s  w i l l  be shown. In the fourth mode, the system i s  set  
t o  observe t a rge t s  a t  a par t icular  range and present8 an output display of 
target amplitude vs. doppler frequency. Table 4-2 shows how these four 
fii8~lays are  produced. 
Table 11 -2 
Ope rat ing Modes 
Correlator Recorder 
, F i l t e r  L.O. Offset Delay ..,x m d s  
Swept Delay 1* None Fixed 
swept Delay 20 Bandpass Fixed 
3. Band-re jec t  Fixed 





r L q  u i  P men t: Figure 4-7 i s  a block diagram of the output and display 
'ectiOn of t he  radar system. The bandpaas and band-reject f i l t e r s  active 
 twin-^ .types w i t h  a f ired frequency of 500 Hz and a variable band width 
vith a minimum width of 12 Hz. The f i l t e r  output is amplified detected 
'" l inear  enpelope detectore of the det@ctor i s  integrated by 
- 
a single R-C &age w i t h  a t i m e  con8tant ad justable from 0.05 t o  3. 5 a* The 
- 
Output is  presented on an x-y recorder* 

The cor re la to r  delay i s  swept by applying a ramp voltage t o  the control 
input of the  var iable  delay unit ,  This permits scans of 0 t o  5 vs  a t  any 
desired rate. The doppler spectrum i s  measured by sweeping the locnl os- 
ci l lator  o f f s e t  frequency and observing the  output of the fixed frequency 
f i l ter .  The l o c a l  o s c i l l a t o r  o f f s e t  sweep i s  generated by applying a ramp 
voltage t o  the con t ro l  input  of the  sawtooth generator i n  the serrodyne 
circuit. 
. System Charadteris t ios 
Nonlinearitx: A random s ignal  radar using an analog correlator would 
Produce an output proport ional  t o  p (r), the normalized croescorreletion 
xy 
flvlction of the reference and s ignal  inputs. The output of the experimental 
system using t h e  p o l a r i t y  cbincidence cokrelatof' i s  p r o p o ~ i o n a l  t o  
For large values of ( r )  (high input S/N rat io) ,  the mtput  of the e x ~ e r i -  
XY 
"lltal system w i l l  not be a l i n e a r  finction of P W ( ~ )  O r  the ta rget  amplitude. 
For the  low values of input S/N r a t i o  usually encountered i n  
raar applicationa, t h e  s ine  function may be approximated by i t 8  s r ~ h t  
g i ~ n g  
2 
pcc(7) =; ~ ~ ( 4  
In t h i s  case  the radar output is a l inea r  function of target  ~ l p l i t u d e *  
ms w i l l  be t r u e  a h  less than 1 error  if the  input s i g n d  t o  noise r a t i o  
This n o m i z e d  m e t i o n  is given W 
2 here  a and a2 are the  variances of the two inputs and R ( r )  t h e i r  cross- 
X Y 1(JI 
correlation function. If the reference signal is  x ( t  ), the returned signal 
may be written as 
N 
CI 
If the t a rge t s  a r e  separated by more than one resolution element t he i r  re- 
turns w i l l  be e s s en t i a l l y  independent and 
N 
The output of t h e  radar for  a correlator  delay ry corresponding t o  the @ 
target w i l l  be proport ional  t o  
The square of t h i s  output i s  
2 2 
p&(Ti)=L ak Ox 
1 Power returned from target 
2 2  2 Total received power 
ti: % *x + 'n 
In the usual  radar case the power returned from the targets  w i l l  be only 
a w1 fract ion of t he  receiver noise power. It should be noted, however, 
that 8 8iwle target m y  increase the to ta l  received mr s i & f i o a n t l ~  
docrease t h e  rdar a t p u t  indications fran all other targets* 
Re801utionr The nsolution of the random s i g n d  radar is direct ly  related 
8YSteIn b a n w d t h b  % principal portions of the system which affect 
the b.ndvidth are the transmitted the co-nents, the IF Or video 
(UplitierS, .od t h e  high ape& samplers. Noise with bandwidthe of 
several GHz may e a s i l y  be generated by use of wideband t ravel l ing  wavc tubes 
a8 used i n  t h i s  system, so  t h i s  appears t o  be no serious limitation. Similarly, 
presently ava i l ab le  RF components w i l l  e a s i ly  handle these bandwidths. High 
speed samplers a s  used i n  sampling oscilloscopes may be adapted t o  use in  the 
correlator, permit t ing bandwidths up t o  18 GHz. The principal bandwidth l imi t-  
ation i n  the  present  and probably i n  future systems i s  i n  the IF amplifiers 
where 100 db o r  more of gain i s  required. The use of a TWT chain for  IF 
amplification followed by a high l e v e l  frequency conversion would probably 
Permit a random s igna l  radar  t o  be b u i l t  with an overall  bandwidth of several 
GHz, providing an extremly high resolution radar system* 
Integration Time: In  a p rac t i ca l  application the  amount of time avnilable 
for observation a t  a s ing le  range w i l l  be limited by the target  motion and the 
radar search p a t t e r n  required. The output signal t o  noise r a t i o  of the  radar 
not on t h e  in teg ra t ion  time, but only on the t o t e l  number of samples 
integrated.  his may be increased fo r  a fixed integration time by increasing 
the sampling rate up t o  a maximum of twice .the IF bandwidth. Beyond t h i s  
Point the samples become highly correlated and the output signal t o  noise 
"tie i s  no longer pmpor t iona l  t o  I?.  he actual  sampling ra te  used depends 
the speed c a p a b i l i t i e s  of the  d i g i t a l  logic used i n  the correlator. The 
e w r i m e n t ~ l  system uses  a sampling r a t e  of 100 kHz which mw be increased t o  
mz bb s l i g h t  modification of the  logic IU0dU.hS. C o m r i c a l w  a7Ai1ab1e 
digital logic pernit sarapling ra t e s  of 100 ElHz o r  morn* Emn higher 
mte8 be obtained by t h e  use of channels* 
*rhent~  Re sut. 
A nmber of experiments have been conducted with the randm signal  radar 
t o  
t h e  theoretical r e s u l t s  obtained Find t o  deternine the m~~~~~~~~ 
Cepabmtiea or the system dtiplc, extendcq and targets* 
The 
t'r8ct u8ed for orhe ma*g target a be dcacribed later .  For the  
other r e s u l t s  presented here the  ta rgets  were f l a t  p la tes  6.5~14 cm. aligned 
normal t o  t h e  radar  beam giving a radar cross section of 1 sq. m. The targets  
were located  approximately 50 m. from the radar antennas. The display mode 
used f o r  a l l  the  s ta t ionary  targets  was amplitude vs. range with a bandpass 
f i l t e r  s e t  t o  accept returns from targets  with no doppler shif t .  Since only 
the shape o f  the  radar  output was of interest  i n  these experiments, the re- 
corder ga in  has been adjusted f o r  each run t o  produce approximately equal 
output amplitudes. 
Fig. 4-8 shows the  system response t o  a single fixed target .  The width 
of the  r e tu rn  at  half amplitude is  8.06 nsec. corresponding t o  a range incre- 
ment of 1.21 m. Assuming the shape of the response t o  be Gaussian, t h i s  
implys a Gaussian frequency response f o r  the video amplifiers with a half 
power bandwidth of 54.5 MHz. This agrees well with the measured results.  
Resolution: The crosscorrelation of the RF signal returned from a 
Stationary point  t a r g e t  and the  transmitted noise signal w i l l  be of the f o m  
akR, ( T ~  - ri) cos m c ( T ~  - r r )  
For a s ing le  t a r g e t  the  output of the experimental radar system w i l l  be 
PrnPortional t o  t h e  envelope of t h i s  correlation function or  
%R, hk - T ~ )  * 
The radar response t o  multiple targets  w i l l  be the envelope of the  sum of 
the individual RF correlation functions. I f  these functions are sepsrated 
8uf f i c i e n t l y  s o  t h a t  they do not overlap, the resul t  w i l l  be the same as the 
of the envelopes of the individud returns. This s i tuat ion i s  i l l u s t r a t e d  
in Fig. 4-9, The effect of a small change i n  ta rget  Separation be only 
' change in the separation of the returns. A s  the target a e ~ ~ m t i ~ n  
decreases and the two ta rge t  returns begin t o  overlap, the shape of t h e i r  sum 
j depends not o d y  upon the sepra t ion  of the t~ envelopes, but on the  r e l a t ive  
Phase of t h e  RF oscil lc  tput is  then no longer a slowly The r 
Fig. 4-8 Response : to Single Target 

varying function of t a rge t  separation, but will exhibit large changes in  
shape and amplitude a s  the separation varies by one h a l f  of the RF wavelen&h. 
Fig. 4-10 shows the resul ts  of a digi ta l  computer simulation of t h in  
effect. For t h i s  simulation, two equal amplitude returns with width8 of 100 RF 
cycles were assumed. In ~ig. , .4rlOa the two returns are separated by 55 cycle8 
and the change i n  t he  envelope i s  shown as the separation i s  changed by one 
hdlf RF wavelengkh. Fig. 4,-lob ' bnd 4-10c show the results for i n i t i a l  
target separations of 10 and 0 carr ier  cycles. From these results it can be 
seen that for  multiple targets  the radar output w i l l  depend on the gross 
target separation which det e mine s the envelope separation, and upon the 
exact number of RF m e l e n g t h s  between the targets which w i l l  determine the 
phase with which the returns add. 
The experimental. radar outputs for ~ r i o u s  eparations of two paint 
targets are shown i n  ~ i g ,  4-11. In t h i s  series of experiments no attempt 
m e  t o  aontrol  the  exact separation of the target8 so v8ri01.1~ relative 
phases m y  be expected i n  the results. For separations of 1.6 meters or 
the t a rge t s  a re  indiddual ly  resolved and two dist inct  peaks 
Occur* S h U a r  peaks w d d  probably appear i n  the results for  1.4 and 1.2 m. 
"parations if the phases had been such as t o  cause des t lvc t in  interference- 
For 'pacing8 of l e s s  than 1.2 meters, the presence of d t i p l e  t q e t n  $8 
indicatc8 oKL~ i n  the  increased d d t h  of the resgonse OWT that  for a 8infQe 
target* ~ a b l c  4-3 ahom the width of the response rs .  target a~acing- 
E!fom Extended Target: Another problem considered *s the msolution 
Oi a uniform which extended o w r  a range larger than the resolution 
Of the radar ay8tcme Such a target ms simulstcd by a aeries of point tar-  
Bets a t h  0.4 me spacing. From the p m a o ~ s  n d t s  it e~ be seen tha t  *th 
this Qt4Cing the point awts n& be i!ldiddUWy ~ s ~ l ~ d *  Ad itions 
t4gets =re added t o  the efl an extended t a ~ g e t  fm 0.4 t o  2.0 m* 
Fig. 4-10 E 
Envelope of Returns 
Separation of 55 RF Cycles 
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Fig. 4-11 ( c h i )  
Table 4-3 
Response Width vs. Target Separation for Two Point Targets 













long. In these experiments the target'positiona were adjusted t o  produce 
approximately in-phase addition of a l l  of the individual target returns. 
Fig, 4-12 shows the experimental results and Table 4-4 gives the response 
widths vs. t a rge t  size. 
Non-Uniform Extended Targete: Two series of experiments were conduatcd 
to investigate the performance of the radar with non-uniform extended targets. 
In the f i r s t  se r ies  the ta rge ts  were set  up t o  form a 2 m. long extended 
target with all returns essent ia l ly  i n  phase as described in the prerlous 
8ection. Targets were then removed from the center ranges and the ~ e t ~ r n 8  
noted. The results of these experiments are shown i n  ~ i g .  4-13. 
In the second aer iee  of experiments the 2m. extended target was set  up 
md additional refll;ea%ors. were added t o  increase the return from a portion 
Of the extended target ,  These additional reflectors were sddusted t o  produce 
returns i n  phase with those of the original target. These results are shown 
I* F i g *  4-14. 
Resolution and bfT.11 To demoneti'ate the doppler xe~olution cap- 
abuties Of the  system, a rotattag target w.s constructed as shown i n  
- - 
Fig* 4-15. It consiata of two cylindricel r e f l e~ t0 rS  ma~nkd v t r t i d y  
rotated i n  a plans t o  the radar antenna lobe. The h a t i o n  
"peed -8 appmxinatcly one =mlution per second. This ~ d u c e s  a e m  
d"ppler shift  of appmfi-tely - + 150 Hz. a t  the center f ~ q a n c y  of 8.995 GHx* 
P8ed for these tes t s .  Re-8 d t h  no doppler shift  were also ~ m s e d  from 
objects i n  the v lc in i ty  of the tmget. ~ i g u r t s  4-16 and 4-17 show the 
qect-  of the  f i m d  and rotating t a q e t s  a8 ~ a i ~ ~ @ d  with a 7 Hz* 
dde f i l ter .  The at doppler shift for the rotating t ~ ~ t  i s  due 
to the ret- - target mppo*, *i8. 4-10 i s  another a . p l a ~  of the 
''pp'er s ~ ~ t m  d t h  a filbr bandddth of 20 this the wrt 
the mtat ing  ta rge t  was c g m t e r i d .  t o  ollminstt the 
zero a-ler petL 
Fig. 4-12 Response to an Extended Target 
Table 4-4 
Response Width vs. Target Size For Uniform Extended Target 
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Fig. 4-15 Rotating Target 


DOPPLER FREQUENCY - .Hz.  
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. . . . ~ i g .  - -4-18 
spe&'ra of Random - Signal Returns f r o m  F k e d  and Rotating Targets 
To demonstraae the !tTI capability of the system the top trace i n  Fig. 4-19 
was msde with the output f i l t e r  set  t o  aceept only returns with zero doppler 
shift. For the  bottom trace the f i l t e r  was set t o  mtch a 90 Hz Doppler 
shift. This increased the return from the totating target and effectively 
eliminated t h a t  from the fixed target. 
Conclusions from the Experimental Program: The experimental results that  
have been obtained for  stationary and moving targets have confirmed the 
validity of the theoret ical  analyses that  have been made. In particular it 
has been demonstra%ed';that the system does behave in  the manner of a coherent 
radar and tha t  the resolution capabilities are determined by the autocor- 
relation function of the  transmitted signal. In view of th ie  it appears 
reasonable t o  project  performance i n  various applications on the basis of 
the theory a s  presented i n  Sections 2 and 3. 

5. THE EWECTROMAGNETIC IMPULSE RESPONSE OF SCATTERING BODIES 
I 
Background. 
The i d e n t i f i c a t i o n  of the shape and composition of material objects by the 
I examination. of the  charac ter ib t ics  of the scattered radio (or sonic) signal has 
many po ten t i a l  applicatione, ranging from the study of the surfaces of planets 
I 
I and moons t o  t h e  mapping of the ocean floor, the identification of radar targets,  
l and the development of  devices fo r  use by the blind. Most scat ter ing information 
I 
that  is  avai lable  i s  i n  the  form of radar cross sections for  single frequency 
I 
I signals. It i s  c lear ,  however, tha t  more than radar cross section data i s  re- 
quired f o r  shape determination. The main features i n  a scattered signal tha t  
are cha rac te r i s t i c  of the  shape and constitution of the scattering object show 
UP as p a r t i c u l a r  time variat ions associated with a transient signal. Conceptually, 
I .  
one of the  most g e n e r a y  useful transient signals i s  the impulse and i n  t h i s  
case'the s c a t t e r e d  s igna l  can be regarded as the impulse response. The impulse 
response 'can he lp  iden t i fy  a scat ter ing body. (1t also yields the radar cross 
section a s  a function of frequency af ter  a transform operation.) 
We w i l l  show l a t e r  t h h  the impulse response of a scat terer  has one o r  
more impulses (or i t s  time derivatives) which originate from surface slope 
discontinuities on the  scat terer .  The time distribution of these impulsive 
the bac 
gives info- tion about auch surface characteristics of the body. ' In par t icular ,  t h e  impulses apg !kscatteredl signal with time delays 
I that a re  p r o p o r t i o n d  t o  the  distance between the source and the discontinuities. 
I 
In pract ice ,  it 18 vary d i f f i cu l t  t o  generate and detect a time function 
I that i 8  fllificiently good approx&tion t o  the impulse t o  resolve ~ndl d e t a i l  
I On .Catterer. 1t f 8  however, t o  obtain a reasonable approximation 
to the h p ~ l ~ ~  response of a scatterer by transmitting a very wide band noise 
I 8i8nd m d  cross correlating the incident signal with the signal scattered by 
5& 2 
1 the obstacle. A wideband d i g i t a l  correlator has been developed that  pennits 
the cross-correlation of voltages with variable and aribtrary delaya, This 
type of. device makes possible a time resolution i n  reflected signala that  wan 
heretofore impossible and consequently stimulates interest  in the impulse rcs- 
ponse of sca t t e r ing  bodies. 
' ,, 
As f a r  a s  we a r e  aware, the f i r s t  published reaults for  the impulse res- 
2 ponse of sca t t e r ing  bodies appeared i n  a paper by Kennaugh tind Coagriff . 
4 8 
I 1  
9 0 
This i n i t i a l  work has been continued and reported in a number of subsequent 
Papers by Kennaugh and Moffatt 394,596, Transient responaea have also been 
studied by V. H. wegton7. ~ h c  work reported in  th i s  paper may be regarded as  
en extension of the  work of Kennaugh and Coagriff although the point of view 
and the applicat ion of the f ina l  result8 are decidedly different. 
.?e Electromagnetic Impulse. , 
The u t i l i t y  of the iarpulse response of linear syeteme i s  w e l l  t o  dl 
engineers. 1% has been 'more used in  bircuits than in  e l e c t r ~ a a n e t i c  
liela problems, probably because the impulse responaea of interesting electro- 
magnetic  system^ a n  inherently more complicated. , In cifcuits,  the W U a e  
"6pon~e i s  the behavior of the voltage and/or the c~r l ' en t  *en the Roorce 
i n  time. ~n electromagnetic f ie ld  probiema, t o  88Y that  the soume is  
*ulsive i n  time does not  specify the' problem; not only the m a t i d  die- 
tribution of the kc; open, but t& time vir iat ion of the a i f la l  a t  
I '  
different points  in1 space i s  also not confpletely 8pecifieda Thus the f i e ld  
ConfifWati~n i s  not ' specified. , 
I ,  I 
In scattering c d c d a t i o n s ,  the incident b v e  is  I commonly aasuacd to be 
F r a  a theoretical point of' vie;, it i s  possible1 t o  establish a plane 
*ulsin f i e l d ,  me source for  t h i s  plane impulsive f ie ld  '8 an infinite 
sheet; the  t h e  h,t in  the sheet must be i m ~ u l s i w *  >f the 
5 ~ 3  - 
When such a plane impulsive f i e l d  interacts with a scat'terer, the scattered 
f ield can be c a l l e d  the  (plane wave) impulse response. 
4 
Hgwever, t h e  double in f in i ty  bf energy arsociated with a plane wave 
imphai;e source is bothekshe  coon~ptually. To be sure tha t  the resul t s  have 
?hysicaltl:keaning, itl i b  appropriate t o  look &r in alternat iveaource fo r  the 
I 
impulsive' fi,eld. Consider foriexamp1,e the f ie lds  generated by an elemental . 
. I I !  
dipole, source, The surfaces of constant de'lay are spherical, but a t  a suff ic ient  
' 1  
. I  
, , 
distance from the  source they are local ly plane. An elemental dipole source 
I .  
' 4  
, I  a 
can therefore generate an almost-plane impulsive field. However, t o  do so, the 
time function of the  elemental dipole current* mkst b; a function' rather  
I .  
than an impulse, because there is a derivative relationship between the time 
function of  t h e  source and t h a t  of the distant field. It i s  known (an8 reviewed 
I 4  
3 ,  8 , 
' i n  Appendix I) t h a t  the  d i s t an t  elLctromgne,kc fleld'generated by an elemental 
dipole i s  
Q 
Ee(x,y,z,t) - s i n  8' 2 p ( t 0  - i)] , % [f] Ee 
1 
. I 1 I 
lin at*matlvs . . S Q U ~ C ~  for irnpkai= field i s  th in  a stepped elemental current. 
The a p h e r i = d  wanm&,8 mai be as plane except in  the case tha t  the 
I '  
scatterera, d c h  a8 the I a planatst& so la& tha t  even i n  the d is tant  
field region there ,is4 dfgnifibank r n v e f i n t  curvature over the extent of the 
I 
5 J r  
In e i t h e r  case, the  concept of the electromagnetic impulse tha t  emerges 
ie  an electromagnetic wave i n  which E and H are zero everywhere except on a 
particular surface; on t h i s  pa r t i cu la r  surface, E and H are both inf in i te ,  
bu t  their r a t i o '  i s  s t i l l  the  same as  in  ordinary plane waves, E/H 4 7 u .  
\ 
This impulsive surface moves away frm the source a t  the velocity of l ight .  
It i s  clear  t h a t  with impulsive excitation, the incident f i e ld  a t  a given 
, , 
t h e  i s  intensely loca l i zed  on the scat ter ing body; i n  particular, it is non- 
zero only on those po in t s  on the  sca t terer  which l i e  on the curve of inter-  
section between t h e  'surface of constant delay and the suifacc of the body. 
The power and u t i l i t y  of the generalized reciprocity thXwem for S i ~ l e  
f i e l d s  i s  wel l  ,known. The extension of the theorem t o  covor f ie lds  
lrith a rb i t rary  the var ia t ion 'has  begn conaidered i n  recent and n c e n t l y  
10 Cheo has presented a derivat ion of the  theorem. ~ h e o ' s ,  r e ' d t 8  are the Same 
I 
a8 those obtained by Four ier  transf0m operations On the usual single frequency 
9 .  
Of the theorem, bbt  h i s  derimtion is  ent i re ly  within the t ian  domain 
I ' 
.fth no striction t h a t  the bollrces and f ie lds  ,& ~ o u r i e r  ~ r a n ~ f o ~ a b l e *  
' ' ,  
, , I 
According t o  the  theorem, if - Ja 'generates a f i e ld  :a and z b  8enerates !$, then 
I 
i s  u s e m  in Scattering problems i n  tha t  it both ~ e ~ t 8  an 
amximation technique and the  'way t o  t h i s  approxirnati~n variational. 
, 
1 
lor l e t  - ~ ~ ( q t - 1  represent the  scattered f ie ld  (of course, eenerated 
by the 
o r  equivalent  currents, 2~ induced on and i n  the s c a t t e n r  1. 
I 
If than take 3 to ie a'point * s m c e  at the observation p o b t ,  m a i v c  in I 
md directed so as to out +he desired c~mponent of the 8cattered I 
then the  l e f t  hand s i d e  of equation '5. B the r e su l t  
tha t  i s ,  it g ives  one component of the,'desired scattered f ie ld .  The r e s u l t  of 
the theorem i s  a formula f o r  t h e  scattered f ie ld :  
In t h i s  formula, S ( ~ , T  - t )  i s  the f i e ld  a t  the sca t te rer  produced by the 
point source ia ( i n  t h e  absence of the sca t te rer ) ;  , t ha t  i s ,  I i s  given by 
equation (5-1) p+ovided t h a t  , ,  t h e  point source i s  a t  the or igin and the sca t t e r e r  
i s  i n  t he  d i s t a n t  f i e l d  of t he  point source, 
I ( 
E - i) s i n  8 ' . & b t ( r  - t -f.) ,a .-', C 
h a i n ,  $,(r,t) i n  equation (5-4) i s  the cuirent inddced on the sca t t e r e r  by 
4 '  
' _,  I 
the incident f i e ld .  Equation (5+), with the d u e  of_% given by (5-5) i s  
I ' ,  
w i d  f o r  ' incid& f i e ld s  with ary time dependence'. If, a s  i n  the present t 
I I 
study, the  impulse response i s  'desired, then - ~ b ( r , t )  must the current that 
reaul ta  f r a  incident electrhagnet ic  f i s l d ' v h i ~ h  1. m d a i v e *  (aternativelJ' 
the inc ident  fieli bacl b; taken t o  be a s tep, ,  the f i n i  , r e su l t  differen- 
I .  
ramp, with the r e su l t  d i f fe ren t ia ted  
tiat%d once o r  t h e  inc ident  f i e l d  Can be a , 
. ,  
However, one advantage of a~suming an impulsive incident f i e l d  is  tha t  a uaeful 
approximation t o  the  currents  Jb can often be easi ly obtained, and coneequently, 
- 
the integral i n  equation (5-4) can be evaluated t o  give a specific formula for  
the scattered f i e l d .  I n  the  next section, we illustrate t h i s  technique by finding 
the impulse response of  a few simple shapes. Many of the results  in  theae i l lua-  
trations have been obtained e a r l i e r  by different  methods. 
Simple .Examples . . . 
Backscattering from a large  conducting spherical surface. In the application 
of the rec iproci ty  theorem the  cent ra l  problem i s  the determination of the current8 
on the scatterey, z,,. ~f the  scat ter ing aurface i s  large, the f ie lds  a t  the 
L 
scattering surface w i l l  behave lbcal ly  as  they would i f  the Surface were plane* 
If the sca t terer  i s  a cond&,br, the  t o t a l  tangential magnetic f i e ld  i s  then 
I 
aPProximately equal  t o  twice the  tangential colhponent of the incident m ~ e t i c  
The a s ~ o c i a t e d  current  density is,& =, 2i X gin0 where - ^n " an 
' , 
normal t o  the  gurface, ~mploying these currents for  the gOurCe8, - Jb gives 
the Physical o p t i c s  approximat ion. 
Consider the  of t h i s  approximation t o  a acatterer con8i8t'ng 
Of a portion of a sphertcd surjace included between the angles 81 and as 
indicated i n  ~i~ 1. (men = 0 and 82 = n/2, the f i ~ m  a, 
I 
) ~ @ a t i o ~  (5-4 ) gives i n  t h i s  case 
Figure 5-1 Scatterer consisting of a portion of a spheric@ surface. 
I 
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2 dS = 2na s i n  0 d0 
2 R' = 2 2  - 2azo cos 0 + a , 2R dR = 2azo s in  0 dR 
Bth these changes i n  va r i ab l e ,  the in tegra l  t o  be evaluated becomes 
The r e s a t  f o r  t h e  s c a t t e r e d  f i e l d  i s  s l i gh t ly  d i f fe ren t  depndinu on *ether 
the incident wave i s  p lane  o r  whether it has curvature. Consider f i r s t  a plane 
vave with u n i t  e l e c t r i c  f i e l d  s t rength 
where 
2% + a2 - R 2 
z = zo - a cos 0 , c08 8 = 2820 
The integral  t hen  t a k e s  t h e  form 
. , 
1f the observat ion p o i n t  is  suf f ic ien t ly  f a r  away from the sphsrs, a good 
i e  z m R s o  
A change o f  v a r i a b l e s  x = - 2R/c,r = - % w i l l  then change the in tegra l  i n to  the fa 
With t h i s  change of var iab le  and integrat ion by parts,  the exPreSsion for  the 
scattered field becanes 
I 
u(r - rl) i s  the u n i t  st For the case of the hemisphere, 
2 I t h i s  r e s u l t  5. e s e a n t i w  t ~ t  obtainened e a r l i e r  by bnnaugh and c o s ~ i f f  
' = 0) if the first n& of a-wh and cosgriff i s  obtained (62 = t? 
I addddltionrl 8pp,-tion is -de tha t  CT i n  the second t e rn  i s  replaced by its 
I amr.~a r h  zz0. m8 18 c e r t a i a  a g o d  appmx-tion i n  
The effect  of  the curvature of the incident wavefront may also be included. I 
For very large sca t t e r ing  bodies, t h i s  step may be necessary. ' The detai ls  of 
the result d i f f e r  according t o  whether the variation of the direction of the 
magnetic f i e l d  i n  the incident wave i s  or i s  not included. One result,  baaed 
on the l a t t e r  incident  f i e l d  
The foregoing two result*,  e d u a t e d  fir the case 82 - & g i ~  the physical 
I 
qtics aPProxination f o r  a hemisphere. But i n  the p h y s i ~ d  optics a ~ ~ m x h a t i o ~ ,  
the backScatterlng r e s a t  is the same for the Complete sphere it is for  the 
since the pa r t  of the sphere in the shadow does not contribute 
the backscattered signal. fact, the resalts  apply equally well t o  any 
8eatterer t h a t  has a s p h e r i c d  cap which shadowf3 the remainder of the ~ c a t t e n r  
a8 fo r  example, a cylinder with a sphericd cap) This is One 
Of the deficiencies of the  physical o i t i c s  approxhation* 
&face of constant delay. Mother Simple exanple, consider a conduct 
leatterer (or llrefltctorw) whose surfme such that, in enviromnt 
(*ich may be ,@ex), each point on the surface at the deley from the 
Observati0n point  ( ~ i ~ . ,  2). the delay time t o  the surface be let the 
*?'dent f i e l d  be a dericd *ve f r m  a unit source at the ob- 
point. Then equation (5-4) gims  

where A i s  t he  a r e a  of t h e  surface of constant delay. The approximation indicated 
refers t o  the  f a c t  t h a t  t h e  f i e l d  component i s  not quite Ebx. The interest ing 
conclusion i s  t h a t  when t h e  s c a t t e r e r  is  a surface Of ~0m3tant ~ h a ~ e ,  the 
I 
impulse response i s  a doublet.  
Scat ter ing by a conducting; disk. As another example, consider the a c a t t e r i n ~  
by a conducting disk.  Since it is  no ex t ra  trouble i n  the physicel opt ics  
a ~ r O ~ i m a t i ~ n , ,  l e t  t h e  disk h a w  a cent ra l  hole so t h a t  it is an mnulu~~. 
The radius of this ho le  ]nay be taken t o  be zero i n  the 'case of the cmple te  disk. 
, t 
are sever& d i f f e r e n t  g e m e t r i a a l  approximations tha t  may be made, dependin8 
On the s i ze  o f  t h e  s c a t t e r e r .  ~ i r s t ,  suppose the incident f i e ld  i s  a plane wave 
I .  
Otarting fr& t h e  p lane  z = zo. The backscattered f i e l d  i s  then 
f i r s t  approximation, we might say R a Z ~ ;  then 
i  he approximation made wae tha t  a l l  points on the disk have the same delay. 
I Hence, the  resu l t ,  a s  expected, is  that  the Impulse response is  a doublet. I The inverse d is tance  dependence i s  different from tha t  i n  the l a a t  section 
/ I  , . 
. 3 
1 because, i n  the  l a s t  sect ion the incident f i e ld  i t s e l f  has a dependency. 
If the d i sk  is  large,  then t h i s  is  clearly a poor approximation. A better  
I c d c d a t i o n  i s  e a s w  made. Examination of ligure 3 shows that  ds = 24 pdg = 2rR 
I 80 the, i n t e g r a l  i e  
I Here the time in tegra t ion may be performed first, if  desired. In my case, 
the f i n a l  r e s u l t  Is 
with thls approximation, the irnpLse response, inatead of be- a doublet, i s  
I a Pa i r  of impvlaea which seer  t o  arise frcd the inside and outside edges of the 
-uu. 
I In the  appr0xjmation above, th; Incident f i e ld  wa8 assumed t o  be a plane 
mve. If the la rge  enough, even i n  the distant f i e ld  of the t e s t  source 
' W b. ,a . ~ m x i u t  8 carry the work one step f'urther 
I and l e t  the incj a q b r i c d  mve. In t h i s  case, the incident 
"ve m s y  be writ 
o let u 

R I The d i s t a n t  f ield due t o  the  t e r t  dipole i r  s t i l l  E, - - & 6 ( t  - p). 
I   he rec ip roc i ty  i n t e g r a l  i e  then 
I Again it seeme e a s i e r  t o  perform the time integration first. 
( Execution of the  l a t t e r  integral. giver the result  
when t h e  delay t o  and 'from the different polnts on the 8catterer i s  8ig- 
n i f i ~ a n t l y  d i f ferent ,  the impulse rerponse C O ~ S I ~ ~  puleee arising frm 
the Posit ions of the  discontinuit ies  plue a 1/72 time dependence between the 
of the  
' , 
Scat ter ing by r e c t a & a r  plate; + '21 d h e r  t o  obtain a plane wave 
.long tb .-=in, l e t  the brrimary source be , ,  a plane current sheet 
at a ZO, Yith t h e  c u r a n t  d o n g  r 40 &at the plane wave 18 polarized dong x. 
the *cat tar in# p l a t e  Dave, dimensions L and W and be So situated that the 
.W l i e 8  .long t& r-uis'.nd the plate makea an angle, a, with the xy-plane 
('ig* 4 ). We e m  f ind  the  ncattered f ie ld  at m y  point by placing a tebt source 
at the point  of interest. kt u;. points i n  the y z - ~ l a e  a t  an angle Y 

( from the z-axis. The t e s t  source at (h, y )  i s  oriented along x. !The incident 
I H-field i s  along y so the vector triple product i n  the Integral i s  
I The reciprocity theorem, equation (5 -4 ) ,  then give8 
I Note 
Integrating over time f irs t  
There are two poseible approximatione First, the quantity Ro - p s i n ( a  + ?) 
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The case y = 0 corresponds t o  backscatter. For t h i s  case Ro 5 zo and 
W 
- ~b~ = co t  o[6 ( r  - 2 (zo - L s in  a )  C ) - S(T - +)I 
The two terms correspond t o  impulses which seem t o  originate a t  the edgea of 
the plate. The s p e c i a l  case a = 0 i s  i n i t i a l l y  indeterminate but straightforward 
techniques f o r  indeterminate forms give the result  
which ia bas ica l ly  the  same a s  the f i r s t  approximation for  the conducting disk. 
If the p l a t e  i s  qu i t e  la rge  ' (along L)  the approximation Ra - p sin(a + y )  m % 
I 
may'nob be sufficiently accurate. In such a case the fomfia 
"7 be applied t o  give +he r e s u l t  
W cos a 
'0 b+se ( s in  a + a i n ( a  + r))  
1 ' ' . Ebx = --.----- 
2 n (siri a + s in (a  + y 
where 
I This b e t t e r  approximation shows the l / r 2  dependence tha t  seems t o  arise for 
extended t a rge t s .  The r e s u l t  f o r  the other polarization i s  similar (i.e., 
I orthogonal p o l a r i z r t i o n  .long y). 
I 4  
I ~ k r i e n c e  with the  physical optics approximation i n  the frequency domain 11 
indicates t h a t  t h e  foregoing approximetione' wi l l  be useful only i n  directions 
I such t h a t  the  angle y i s  l e s s  than 20' from the z-axis. 
I .  
I ~ a c k s c a t i e r i n g  from a conducting conical surface. Take the origin a t  the 
apex of the  cone ( ~ i ~ u r e  5). Let the plane wave source be a t  position 20, 
I with po la r i za t ion  along x. let R be the distance from the point of observation 
I t o  a point  on the  sca t t e re re  
An element of surfaae area on the cone i s  
dS = 2np dr = 2fl s in  a rdr  
I 
I where a is the  hal f  angle of the cone. Note also 
21i s i n  a 
r - --Z(~ - zo)dR 
COB a 
I I ' 
we may now apply  equation (5iL)(b - i s  the unit  dormal t o  the conicd  surface) 
OD R 2n s in  Q 1) . n,& b t ( r  - t - -) 
- Ebx(z0,r) = d t  Jg 2$(- *8)X'i 6 ( t  c . - 
(R - zo)c 
s - c COB? a
-OD 
I 
I The 8cal.r kr$pla p m a ~ f  of the  uni t  vectors gives - s in  a t so 
I 
2 Rz . R t a n  Cu - z0 b 8 ( r  - t - p ) d ~  
- Ebx(zo,r) = -7 d t  SR1 5  ( t  - 8 )  (7)
rgD 
5-5 ~onc~uetillg conica~. surface 
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Again doing t h e  t ime in t eg ra t ion  f i r s t ,  the r e su l t  is 
t a n  a R i  - zo 
~ b n ( z 0 , ~ )  a +( nl 
I 
i Note t h a t  i f  t h e  con ica l  surface extends a l l  the way t o  the t i p ,  then Rl - 20, 
I 
which shows t h a t  t h e r e  i s  no impulse a r i s ing  from the t i p .  
I I 
I Backscat ter ing by Small Spheres. A s  the l a s t  of the simple examples, 
I consider t h e  r e s u l t s  f o r  a very small sphere. The def ini t ion of " s ~ l l "  is
c l o ~ d y  here, s i n c e  the  sphere cannot be small compared t o  an impulse in apace. 
To circumvent t h i s  d i f f i c u l t y  and i l l u s t r a t e  the appl icabi l i ty  of the general 
technique wi th  a d i f f e ren t  type of approximation, l e t  us consider an incident 
f ie ld c o n s i s t i n g  of a slowly r i s i n g  rempfunction, ~ ( t ) *  BY amall, hem, we 
mean t h a t  we a r e  s a t i s f i e d  t o  say t h a t  a t  the position of the aphere the incident 
field is uniform i n  space w i t h  a value equal t o  tha t  a t  the location of the center 
Of the sphere (see Fig.5.&). In the time domain, the resu l t  of auch an approxbation 
be useful t o  p r e d i c t  t he  response t o  pulses whoae durations 10% c q ~ d  
the trElnsit t i m e  a c ros s  the  ~ p h e r e ;  i n  the frequency domain, the r e ~ u l t  should 
Ytld t h e  la frequency sca t t e r ing  app'ox-tion* 
ConsideT first a plane rnM, of the alo+fly r i l i n g  ramp finetion, 
Incident on 8 conducting sphere. The small s p h e ~  is mgarden to be In an 
a P P r O ~ i ~ t e l y  uniform bu t  s t ead i ly  increasing f ie ld.  This f i e ld  induce8 a dis -  
* 
t r i b u t i ~ n  of charges and currents  t ha t  i n  turn generate the scat tered f i e ld  The 
*(Ths kfi a c a t t e k d  he= should not be read radiated) 
'me 5-6 ~ i w ~ ~  &orring the r q  m e t i o n  i n  and a q h m  that 
'" be ngarded as i n  the senac that on the @hem ~ ( x )  &'E(o)'. ' 
distribution of charges and currents  can be approximated by the combination of 
, 
, an e l e c t r i c  d ipo le  moment generated by the quasi- static e l ec t r i c  f i e l d  and a 
magnetic d ipole  moment induced by the magnetic f ie ld ,  If the incident e l e c t r i c  
1 field i s  z-directed, it i s  known t h a t  the induced e l ec t r i c  dipole moment i n  the 
: conducting sphere i s  ( e l e c t r o s t a t i c  solution) 
I 
I The current d i s t r i b u t i o n  t h a t  i s  equivalent t o  t h i s  e l ec t r i c  dipole moment 
is therefore i 
I 
I 
I This equivalent c u r r e n t  i s  p a r t  of the  source for  the scattered f ie ld,  The 
, time-vaqing magnetic f i e l d  induces circulat ing currents on the sphere ; these 
currents c o n s t i t u t e  t h e  o the r  p a r t  of the 
I 





I so bec 
8 f o r  the scattered f ie ld.  
8 c irculating currents must 
generate 8 f i e l d  j u s t  ~ p p o g i t e  t o  the con 
I that normal t o  t h e  surface of the  sphere* ~t is easier  t o  determine the 
magnetic moment of these e i r c u l a t i ~  currents than it d
e
- 
I termine the  c u r r e n t s  themselves. ' This the red id .  component of the 
magnetic f i e ld8produced 'by  a y -d inc t ed  dipole momnt is to be 
s 
s i n  rp s i n  B 
of the incident magnetic f i e l d  
I 
lnd C q o n e n t  must be 'equdl  t o  the negative 
of the rad ia l  component of the 
incident f i e l d  Hi,"e = ~ i i ~  s i n  cp s i n @ 
The magnetic current source for this  part of the scattered f ield i s  then 
~ o ' u a e  the game pattern of anslyaia employed earlier, a slightly more general 
form of the reciprocity theorem, including magnetic currents, i s  rrquirrd* 
With a z-directed impulsive point source, 5 , at the observation point, 
9 = ' 6 (X - %)6 (3r)6 (z)6 ( t ) ,  the reciprocity theorem give8 for the acattered 
field 
wherein 
(ramp r e ~ ~ n f i e )  
( This i s  t h e  sca t t e red  f i e l d  with an inci, 
I The approximation t o  the  impulse response 38 thc ramp response r 
sld that  i s  a remp function. 
3 seconc i d e r i v a t i ~  of the ' 
I 
I As was pointed out  i n  the introduction, the radar cross*section i a  ob- 
tainable from the transform of thk impulse response; or, the backacatter'ed 
I f ield r e s u l t i n g  from an ?ncident f i e ld  h a w  an arbitrary' time degendence 
Can 'be obtained by convolution in tegrd  sn i l lustrat ion of these points, I l e t  'us  derive $he well known Rayleigh la1 rttering from, the foregoing 
I , ~ ~ l m a t i o n t o t ~ i m p ~ s e ~ s p o n s e o f d l c o n d u c t i n g ~ h e ~ s ~  I ~ E I ( ~ )  
is the impulee response a t  a particular point, then the response at the  8*e 
( point t o  an arbitrary time' iunction, ~ ( t ) ,  i a  given by 
.all con ducting sphere i n  
p s a3 
E ( t )  a Jcos urt 8" ( t  - r - %)d7 
This crpresaion, &ich is an eexpressi~n of tba ~ a ~ l e i g h  scattering law, 
that the backscattered f i e l d  strength i s  p m  
o r t i a d  t o  the aquare of the 
and t h e  hub4 of the radius* 
. . 
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I The approximation f o r  a small dielectr ic sphere i s  similar. It l a  known 
I 
(static solution) t h a t  the  polarization currents give r ise t o  an effective d i -  
i pole moment 
where e l  i s  the pe rmi t t iv i ty  of the dielectr ic sphere. The equi\ralent source 
density t ha t  generates the  scattered f i e ld  i s  as before _J = me 
Procity in tegral  then gives the following approximation for the impulse re8- 
I 
Ponse for a small d i e l e c t r i c  sphere: 
cO'Qos.ite S . c a t t + r e ~ ~  
From the simple shapes t ha t  have been considered 80 far, more c ~ l l c a t e d  
8ha~es may be eynthesized; the W a e  reeponae of the c-oflib the n u p r -  
Po8ition of the  i w s e  responses of the aimple shapes m a u ~  up the cqosite, 
'' long as the  ahape is not such as t o  invalidate the aPPmxhation8 lor the 
cunent d is t r ibut ion on the scatterer. For example, consider the 
a conducting, truncated cone, as i n  Figure 7. The leadiw f l a t  ~ r f a c e  
a disk;  it has the : response given in b q l e  C* 
If the 
across t h i s  surface is the f i r s t  a P P m x ~ t i o n  be 
taken as 
d t h  a flaz cap ; a composite of a flat 
dirk and a conical eurl 
5-28 
me impulse response of the  conical surface is  given i n  example E: 
2 
t a n  a 
- 
= ,-{( R1< 1 ")8 (T - ) - (-)6 (T - %) 
- q u ( T  - 3) - U(T - 911 
CT - 3 
Since i n  Ebx,l we have assumed t h a t  the delay on the f l a t  disk i s  negligible, 
the f i r s t  term i n  Ebx,2 
would be l o s t  i n  the  doublet. So with t h i s  approximation the conposite f i e l d  i s  
I S  tan a R2 - Zo)8(T . A ~'(7 - 5) - +{( R2 
- Ebx, composite 
If the delay time across the  f l a t  disk i s  not negligible, the resul t  i s  
% 8(T - tan2 a - I] 
- Ebx, composite M B 6(' - c 1 
5-29 I A s  a second example, consider a conical surface with a spherical cap and a f l a t  
I base ( ~ i g u r e  8). The impulse response i s  the superposition of the resul ts  of 
examples A, B, and E. For the spherical cap, 0, = 0, z, - q, so by equation (5-6) 
- ~ u ( T  - 
2z1 - a cos 8 )  
C C 
The spherical cap and conical surface acting together give a result  that  i s  
the summation of the two individual impulse responses. The impulse a t  T = 2~1/c 
has i n  amplitude affected by both the spherical surface and the conical surface. 
I The addition of the f l a t  disk a t  the bottom brings i n  one more impulse response. 
I The impulse at  TZ = 2R2/c has an amplitude affected by both the conical surface 
and the disk. The confposite resul t  i s  rather lengthy t o  write d m  so rather 
than writ ing it ve display a sk&ch t o  indicate the form of the result  ( ~ 1 ~ 9  ). 
Scattering by Nonmetallic Objects* , , 
Next consider the impulse reeponse of nonmetallic objects. We can maintain I I 
the same pa t t e rn  of m a y 8 i a  a s  employid i n  the case of metallic 'acatterers i f  
we make use of gquivalence principle (or  gens principle) i n  the t h e  domain* 
. - - - ' .-,:. ,. 
According t o  t h l a  principle, the f ields on the source free side of a closed 
I surface may be calculated from the equation 
Figure 5-8 
flat base 
~&osfte acatterer; a cone with a spherical: cap and a 
3 
1- * 
Pi- 5-9'  ,-iCfi impulse response for the composite structure shown 
are the Huygens equivalent sources, and 5, 5 are the f ie lds  produced a t  the 
Huygens surface by a point impulsive current a t  p, directed along x. The 
quantities zs ( ~ h )  and li, ( ~ h )  are the f ie lds  a t  the Huygens surface produced by 
the induced currents i n  the scatterer. The Huygens surface may be taken t o  111 
coincide with the surface of the scatterer ,  Also given the correct Huygens 
sources, the Huygens surface may be imagined t o  be lined with a hypothetical 
perfect magnetic conductor, md the f ie lds  then calculated from the e lec t r i c  
I 
zurrents, 3, alone, acting on the p&fect magnetic scatterer. For surfaces 
with large radius of curvature, the effect  of the magnetic backing i s  t o  1; 
I 
ipproximately double the source strengtht d 
h r e  5 has the same meaning a s  given above. . 4 11 ) I  
Again, the main problem i s  t o  find 3, i.e. 3 t o  find the f ie ld  .$s (sh). 
3 h y s i c ~ ,  the induced sources i n  the scatterer  produce the reflected field. 
i 3 ,:I 1 
I 'I 
f 
hu5 if we t r e a t  each portion of the scattering surface as  locally planc, we ;! 
can introduce a l o c a  plane M'R reflection coefficient, P O  Thi8 is the familiar i ii I 
Fresnel coefficient  except tha t  i n  general it is  a function of position on the mr' ; I  i 
ecatterer. we have then, a s  an approximation Hs (sh) p ( ~ h ) .  ( ~ h ) *  The 1 .  I 
for  the cdcu la t fon  of the scattered f ie ld  i s  then 
'2 
Such an approximation is *en d t i p l e  i n t e n d  reflections are negligible. 
If the  i n t e r n a l  re f lec t ions  a r e  important, the more general formula may be / :: 
employed (or t h e  meaning of t h e ' r e f l e c t i b n  coeff icient  symbol a l te red  so a s  t o  t i  
include t h e  mul t ip le  r e f l ec t ions  ) . 
A s  an example, consider. a d i e l ec t r i c  disk of radius a and thickness t. 
For s impl ic i ty ,  t a k e ' t h e  ~ u ~ ~ e n s '  surface t o  be the plane jus t  ahead of the disk 
. a  
and assume t h a t  t he  HGgens sources a re  negligible outside the radius a. 
Consider t h e  backscat tered f i e l d  when t h e  f i e l d  i a  norm4lly incident plane wave 
s t a r t i n g  f r a  z = - 20, with H along y. The backscattered f i e l d  i s  then ( !I 
I / I  
where I / I 
I 
If we say  t h a t  a i s  small so  t h a t  R & zo> then 
! 
, i : 
In th i s  simple approximation, the impulse response i s  a series of doublets 
at ever increasing time delays with ever decreasing amplitudes, A l l  except 
the term plZSr (T - - 2z0 ) ar i se  from the multiple reflections. 
C 
Impulse Response of a Corner Reflector, 
An approximate way t o  f ind the impulse response of a convex object i s  
y using the physical optics approximation t o  give a value fo r  the currents 
:t up on the sca t t e re r  by the incident f ield,  This approximation aasumes 
b induced cvrrent on t he  surface of the scatterer t o  be 
'$ - 2 4 x ii , illuminated side of scatterer 
- 
8 
0 , unilluminated side of ecatterer 
where $ i s  the  outward normal on the surface of the scatterer and ?? i s  the 
incident f i e l d ,  When working i n  the frequency domain, the physical optics 
aPProximation corresponds t o  a high frequency approxfmation and gives 
results when the  wavelength i s  much l e s s  than the characterirrtic dfmeneion of 
the scatterer. This approximation i s  based on two aff~trmptions* 
(1) The stmr80et.is 18~811y plane* . . . . 
. - ,  
(2) The f i e l d  st a given point on the scatterer i s  not influenced by 
the currents flowing on other points on the scatterer. 
However, the  physical optics approximation i s  not valid when the scatterer  
i s  a concave body as i n  the  case of a corner reflectore  or  con^^ m e n  it 
obvious that  the  f ie ld  a t  one point on the scatterer w i n  be a u b s t a n t i a y  
*fected by CUrrenta a t  other pointg. I n  t h i s  diacuseion €in a p p r o x i ~ t i o n  
that ,dws apply t o  the  corner reflector i s  indicated* 
Theor 4 - Consider t he  corner reflector as  shown in  Figure 5-10. Assume it t o  
be made Of two plates t o  remove the problem of S inNar i t i eS  a t  the origin* 
~ig. 5-10 Corner Reflector 
We consider two approaches t o  the problem. The basic idea behind these 
approaches is  t o  work d i rec t ly  i n  the time domain, In the first approach we 
visualize "correction" currents being se t  up as a result  of "reflections" of 
the f ie lds  between t he  two plates. That is, we picture the currents i n  plate 1 
due t o  the incident f i e l d  as producing first order correction current8 i n  plate 2, 
These first order correction currents i n  plate 2 i n  turn produce second order 
correction currents i n  p la te  1. The second order correction currents i n  plate 1 
then produce t h i r d  order correction currents i n  plate 2. This continues, but 
I ' 
0% forever, aince we expect the currents t o  be dantped out from physical 
Dnsiderations. The other half of the picture i s  obtained by start ing wi th  
ne currents i n  p la te  2 due t o  the incident f ield* 
To implement this approach two approximations are made, This f i r a t  ap- 
-8 
roximation i s  t o  assme the  i n i t i a l  currents JO on plate 1 due t o  the incident 
Leld are given by 
-. 4 
"i 4 
J '(t,X) - 2 a, x H (t ,  x) 
0 
4 
nese currents radia& a d  proauce a f i e l d  Hl a t  plate 2. S~cond aP- 
4. 
Proximation i s  t o  assme tha t  i s  the f i e ld  that  do would prduce i n  free 
apace. We then use our first approximation t o  compute the firat order 'Or- 
rection currents jl i n  p la te  2. 
* 4 4 4 
Jl(t, x) = 2 % x ill(t, x )  I I 
4 
The f i r a t  order correction radiate and produce a fie1d a t  plate 1. I 
4 
*gain .using our second approxination we l e t  H2 be the f ie ld  would 
PrMuce i n  f ree  space. The f i e l d  $2 then produces second order correction 
4 
J2 i n  p la te  1 which we aglin assume t o  be giwn by 
4 4 
S 2 ( t ,  X) = 2 an a, ( t ,  X) 
* 
These current8 radiate and produce a f i e ld  H a t  plate 2 which i n  turn pro- 3 
duces t h i rd  order correction currents, This procedure may be continued as 
long as  s ignif icant  aorrection currents are obtained. The procedure would 
then be applied again s tar t ing with plate 1, The t o t a l  c u m n t  on the plate8 
may be writ ten a s  . .. 
After some thought it i e  noted that  for a given spacing between the 
plates the  time in te rva l  over which>i (t,;) is not zero overlaps with the t lme 
4 interval over which J i t l ( tS)  i s  not zero where i i s  some integer. This means 
that more than one uorrection current must be computed for  a single point i n  
time. This e f fec t  occurs first for points nearest the origin and i s  com- 
pounded both a s  time increases and a s  the two plates are moved closer to- 
gether. So as time increases and as the plates are moved closer together, 
the number of correction currents that  must be computed for a e iw le  point in 
time increases, It would be nice if we could obtain the current a t  a given 
Point and time with only one calculation. The second approach does just this,  
In the second approach we make exactly the same two approximations as 
in the first approach, The only difference i s  the order i n  which we c d c d a t e  
the currents on the  plate. TO discuss these appmximtions we f irat  define 
our Mlriables. 
3 = t o t a l  current se t  up i n  plate 1 a 
Jb - t o t a l  current se t  up i n  plate 2 
3 = f i e l d  a t  p la te  2 due t o  a 
% a f ie ld a t  p l a t s  I due t o  3 
-b 4 
1 tf - far zone mattered f i e ld  due t o  Ja and 
i 3 = Incident *ld. 
The first approximation just gives the current set up on the plates as: a :: 
The second approximation i s  t o  assume 3, and ;jb radiate as i f  they were 
.n free space. So 
These re la t ions  may be combined t o  give everything in  terms of the in- 
ddent f i e ld  8nd the currents 
. - 
From theae equations note tha t  3, i s  given in ~~~~ of Jb retarded in 
time lie S i d l a r l y  3b i s  given in  terms of 38 retarded i n  time and 2'. 
So JB and 3b are i n i t i a l l y  excited by ai, Shortly after, they alno b e c m  
41 
illnetions of the n u r e n t  on the other plate. Thus, if are 8 i ~ n  H , then 
Our two t p p ~ o x ~ a t i o n a  the current on the two plates mY be c o ~ u t e d  in 
the natural t i m e  sequence. Once t h i s  has been done the f a r  Eon@ scattered 
field may be found from 
TIs = L 
4% RC ~[""a+'b'] a t  ~t x % a s 1  
It seems unreasonable t o  t r y  to  solve the above equation analytically, 
so numerical techniques appear to  be the only hope. Some numerical aompu- 
tations were done using an IBM 7094 digital  computer for a special caae. 
!I!he width of the plates was t .ken t o  be small so that 
dS' = W dz' fo r  plate 1 
dS' = W dy' for  plate 2 
This reduces the double integral i n  the equation to  a single i n t e r n .  In 
1 
addition a "normally incident" wave (i.e., k = -?(ay + az) ) ma chosen be- 
cause of i t s  nice syipnetry. In th is  case we may write 
and so then rewrite our equations as 
3% r . --I i w '2 'alret + a t  ret) $ j a ( t , ~ )  = 2 an ,a ct,,) +, an xJ' { R 2  Rc 
21 
4 
7is' (t,y,z) = 
ret  
where 
r e t  7 = t - R/C 
~n approate  impulse response i n  the backscatter direction computed 
4 i 
for two ca8es. both cases the incident impulse field H was approximated 
by an e-nentia. m y  the TM case considered. The length the plates 
- 
taken t o  be eight meters (i.e., 22 9 8j). The exponential approfi- 
I 
mation f o r  the impulse was taken so 
it illuminated ,one-aightb. orsfhe plate 8 
at a time and i s  given by 
In both cases W was taken t o  be 1 meter. The two cases differ  only i n  the 
spacing between the  plates. 
In the  first case the  dimensions were 
z1 = y1 = 1 m4 
z2 ,= y2 = .2 m. 
The resulting impulse response i n  the backscatter direction i s  shown i n  
Figure 5-11 along with the  relat ive dimensions of the plates* The first 
.,-*. positive pulse and the first negative pulse are just the retufns that W d  
be expected from a f l a t  rectangular plate of width 1 m and length 16 m a t  an 
angle of 45' with the direction of the incident wave. These pulses have the 
same shape a s  the incident f i e ld  except they are "stretched" i n  time by a 
:actor of two. What remains i n  the impulse response i s  due t o  the interaction I 
'etween the two pla tes  and certainly t h i s  is by no means negligible. The 
bPPmximate shape is expeatea since the impulse response of two plate8 
'pientea a s  the  ones are hare but separated by a large dist.nce wwuld a 
'riplet. We a l so  Ate t h a t  t h i s  is the largest portion of the return and 
represents an interaction once between the currents on -Bite ~ U t e f J *  
.- 
There ia s t ~ ~ .  same t a i l  a f te r  R - J2 c t  - 2. which i nd i ca t e~  there are 
some multiple interactions but these are compared the response due 
to only one interaction. 
In the  second case the  dimnsions were 
Zl = Yl = 0.2 m 
The resulting impulse maponae i n  the baekacatter direction is ahom i n  
- 
' ' m e  5 - 1 2 , ~ O n g  d t h  the r e l a t i n  dimension of the plates ~d the incident 
mve* This differs from the f i r s t  case in a number of Myso , The first 18 
- i i 1: 
2m &a 
Relative Dimeneions 
~ig. 5-12 Impulse Response 
Relative Dimensions 
I 
rig. 5-ll Impulse Response I: 

ka (a equsla length of one plate ) 
Fig. 5-13 Frequency Response 
do not seem t o  be very important. I ! /  
The l imita t ion on the aize of I ;es relative t o  the aize of the 
approximate incident impulse  memo^ capaaity of the amputer. It 
seems t h a t  at present there i s  l i t t l e  hope of looking a t  cams where the 
width W i s  not small. However, it appears that th i s  technique can be ap- 
plied t o  other angles of incidence and other narrow concave shapes t o  obtain 
an approximate impulse response. 
The development of a promising new method for finding the approximate 1 
impulse response of a perfectly conducting scatterer has been started. This / I 
method consists of obtaining an Integral equation and 801- it dimctly 
i n  the time domain. 
Summary. 
An approximate method for the determination of the impulse rerrponse of 
1 2 .  
' I 
certain electroma@;netic scatterers has been described. For convenience, and : 11 
I I 
added interest ,  the method i s  based on the reciprocity theore- Results are 
Presented for  aertain scattemrs of theoretlarl and praot iaa  i n t e n d ,  e m  
of them being rather ccmplex targets. The -8s m W n l e  of other In- / 11 
te&eating targets can be obtained by the methods described. It i s  h- 
teret3ting t o  find t h a t  the impulse rersponse vill 6 1 w a ~ 6  consist of 
doublet. arisw, respectivsly, the N m c e  diacontirmitles, and 
1 the flat and concave portions of the eaattemr. 
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Appendix 5A 
FIELDS OF A SOURCE WITH ARBITRARY TIME DEPENDENCE 
Strange a s  it may 'seem, the f i e ld s  by a point aource with ar- 
b i t r a r y  t h e  dependence a r e  not eas i ly  found i n  the l i t e r a tu re .  Consequently, 
f o r  completeness, expressions f o r  the f i e ld s  are  derived i n  t h i s  appendix. The 
s t a r t i n g  po in t  is  Maxwell's equations. The technique i s  based on the Fourier 
transform and t h e  known single  frequency solutions. 
If the  source of the electromagnetic f i e ld  i s  
then the  f i e l d s  satisf'y the &el l  equations 
aE + E + J(x,Y,z)F(~) V x H = c l z  
L 
kt _J be a z-directed elemental current and represent it as  
where ~ ( t  ) l a t h e  a r b i t r a r y  time .variation. To solve, we apply a Fourier 
t ransion to -nls squationa. The transforms of the derivat ives  are 
handled as follows 
The second term on the  r igh t  is jufC ~ ( x , y ,  z,t )} . ja c(x,y, z,"). I- 
The f i r s t  term on the r i g h t  we must argue out of existence. We can base the 
argument on the  f a c t  t h a t  the source is  t o  be operated only fo r  a f i n i t e  time 
in the v i c i n i t y  of t = 0. Therefore, with any 108s whatever in  the dyetem, 
~ ( t  = a) = 0, everywhere. Thus we obtain a se t  of equations i n  the transforms di 
1% is c l e a r  t h a t  i n  a homogeneous apace, the mathematical problem involving 
the transforms is  the  as  t h a t  of single frequency f i e lds  excited by a point 
having amplitude f(.) Therefore, we can take the known steady s t a t e  
3 
solution fo r  the  point  dipole and apply an i n ~ r s e  transform t o  recover the 
the findionsne. h o k i n g  i n t o  the l i t e r a t k t  we find (for  exanple, i n  Weeks, pg. 310) 
(unit point dipole) 2r' 
a I f  we wri te  y = a  + j B, Lw/v, a = - -  
2cv 
The solu t ion  f o r  the  transform i s  +.. 
The inverse transform then gives the time function of H 
1. a .  
H ( x , Y , ~ , ~ )  u hJ3 jut du, 
-a' 
- ar 
s in  '8 e , w t  H(x,y,z,t) ==[ r2 e - j t f ( w ) e  dw 
Making use of f~i1i.r  properties of transforms ( i .  e., shifting, mvltiplication 
by w) we f ind  f o r  thfi magnetic f i e ld  of a point source 
I 
Here we a r e  most concerned about . I an e n v i r o m n t  i n  which a i s  extremely small. 
I A compouison with the monochromatic - f i e ld  expressions gives us the following 
I erpreasion fo r  the  transformed E-field: 
1 
-+$ $?+=3) dd s i n  e e-Y ( r e g ( x t y , z , ~ )  a 4,. 
Then the inverse transform gives 
For the typical  atmosphere, we may ignore the fact that a i s  the function of 
* .  
frequency and obtain the e lectr ic  field as follows: 
6 .  ' APPLICATIONS Q THE WUUM SIGNAL 'RADAR 
There a r e  s number of cha: racterii f the random signal radar that  
make It par t i cu la r ly  a t t r a c t  IM fo r  certain applications* The features of 
primary importance a m  'the following. : . 
1. Very wide signal bandwidth and accompanying high range resolution 
can be readily achieved. 
2. Independent control of range resolution and velocity resolution 
i s  inherent i n  the system. 
3. Coherent detect i ~ n  with acempanying l inear  operation under 
conditions of low signal-to-noise ra t io  i s  obtained. 
4. No ambiguities i n  range or velocity occur i n  any mode of operatio 
5. System is  capable of operating down t o  zero minimum range. 
6. Achievesent of a large duty cycle during high resolution operati 
, . 
In applicat ions where these unique performance capabUt ie r  are not 
I :  
required it is probable that some other type of radar system will perform 
wen o r  b e t t e r  than the  random signal radar. For exemple, when ranga re8 
lu t ion  and range ambiguity requirements are not severe it i s  poss ibb t o  
. . 
.. . 
I generate psuedo-random phase modulated pulse eequence f. tha t  have goad auto-.- 
I . (  . . 
corre la t ion M c t i o n s  and can be detected with a relat ively simple matched I f i l t e r .  However, a s  resolution requirements are increased the l i m i t  i s  soon 
. -  
I reached where P-N sequences can no longer be produced readily. Also there 
a n  ambiguities in measurements made with P-N sequences and the detection 
I Problem becomes more complicated when doppler shi f ts  are present. Several 
applications w i l l  now be discussed i n  which some of the unique pmpert ies of 
the random s ignal  r a a r  offer operat ions1 or performance advantages . 
ar~d Plan&ory surface Studies from an Earth Eased Radar 
-- - 
A s  i n  v i r tual ly  dl radar astronomy problems, the most d i f f i cu l t  re- I quirement i s  t o  obtain reflected energy t o  permit it& :letection 
i n  the presence of rece1-r noise. The energy required i s  e s s e n t i d y  the 
same f o r  a l l  radar systems and can be compulted from the radar equation @ - 2 h ) .  
The most in teres t ing applications relate t o  the study of small regions on 
the surface ra ther  than the entire surface, Such regions can be isolated by 
a combination of range gating and doppler gating. h c i  of constant range w i l l  
intersect  a spherical  scattering surface (such as the moon) In concentpic 
c i rc les  having t h e i r  centers a t  the sub-earth points as  shown i n  Fig. 6-1. 
If the body i s  rota t ing there w i l l  be loc i  of constant doppler sh i f t  on the 
scat ter ' s  surface t h a t  are the intersections with the surface of planes 
para l le l  t o  t he  ax i s  of rotat ion and passing through the observation point. 
The re la t ive  velocity corresponding t o  a particular locus i s  wpd where rep i s  
the angular r a t e  of rotat ion of the planet and d i a  the projected distance 
from the  sJds of ro ta t ion t o  the locus i n  question. A s  an example the lunar 
rotati on period i e  on the order of 29 day8 giving an angular rate of about 
205x10'6 rad/s. The corresponding relat ive velocity i s  2.51cl0~~d and ranges 
0 t o  - + 2 5  4 s  whi& corresponds t o  a doppler shi f t  of 2 167 Hz a t  X-band. 
The in tersect ions  of the two se t s  of loc i  provide a coordinate system 
- 
as shown i n  ~ i g .  6-3. Because of the separate control of rsnge and doppler 
(ioe* velocity)  renolution i n  the randm signal d a r t  it i s  a limpla matter 
se lect  a pa r t i cu la r  combination of i n t e n s l s  of range and velocity and 
the  s ignal  returning from the particular region o r  regions having 
these parameters. The a b i l i t y  t o  carry out thia Operation d@pnds on the 
capability of the  radar t o  detect t he  s i g n d  scattered back fxam the 
Corresponding t o  the  desired -solution element. An a *~mfien ta t im e-le 
Of the system par-tars w e i r e d  t o  carry cot arch ~ a r n f P e ~ * ~ *  amider 
the caaa of attlaying a of the lrmht uurface rhos. 58 on the order 
- 
Of a t yp i ca l  crater-.say 10 km radiua. The area of th ia  patch would be 
\ 
8 2 3@1%10 m andt a g e d n g  a reflectiat~ of .Oll the radar cr088-section d d  
6 2 be 3x10 m . 
  he mean distance 
8 
moon i s  3.84~10 a. For an 85' sntenna t o  the 
Consta nt Range' Lines 
-. 
2 
Loci o f  Constant Range 
Fig. 6-1 Loci of Constant Range on Spherical Scattering Surface 
Fig. 6-2 Loci of constant Dappl'eI 
I-- Loci of  Conatant 
,,i 9, constant 1)~ppler 
~ i ~ ,  6-3 Coordinate System Formed 
by b e i  of Constant Range and Constant 
Doppler Shift 
t X-band the  round t r i p  transmission loss  i s  
p~ (-1 = 20 log A + 10 log o - 20 log 1 - 40 log d - 17 
PT dB 
Assuming a transmitted power of 100 kw, the received signal power i s  then 
If a receiver noise figure 1 db is  assumed and a bandwidth sufficient t o  rl 
resolve the desired range increment, then the input signal-t~-noise r a t i o  
at the correlator i s  
If an output signarto-noise ra t io  of 10 db i s  require$the number of fiaqlefi 
that must be integrated i s  found from (3-70 ) t o  be 
= 21,000 samples 
At a sampling r a t e  of 7.5 H-IZ (ice. a t   this would r e p i n  2.8 8.  Since there 
- 
ie a direct  one-to-one trade off between power snd integmtion time the same 
C n r l d  be obtained d t h  one ldlowatt and an i n t e e t i o n  the of 280 s* 
To study smaller patches will = p i r e  longer integration t h e s ,  higher 
o r  l a rger  antennas, 1t appears feasible to carry out eXbent3i~ mappings 
Of the lunar Surface by this technique4 A variety of different ahaped patchea 
can be studied by =rying the range resolution and velocity resolution cor- 
responding to a given delay and delay rate. When the patch Size t o  be atudied 
2 becomes l e s s  than 1 km , t t  conside .iff iculty in getting suff icient 
energy back t o  make the detection. The time required for integration increases 
inversely a s  the  area of the patch* This means that  t o  look a t  a patch of 
radius 1 km using the  radar parameters given above would require 286 a. N a r  
the bandwidth required fo r  t h i s  rereolution is  150 kHz and t h i s  l a  not beyond 
the s t a t e  of the art fo r  psuedo-random sequence generation. Therefore ei ther 
the random s ignal  radar o r  the psuedo-random signal radar could be used. How- 
ever, i n  order t o  avoid ambiguities on the lunar. surface very long sequences 
would be required an8 there might be some diff iculty encountered here* No 
such d i f f i c u l t y  occurs with the random signal radar. 
Extension of t h i s  technique t o  the earth based study of planetary sur- 
faces does not appear feasible a t  t h i s  time--at leas t  not with sufficient 
resolution t o  warrant use of the random signal radar. 
m .  t , 
, . Study of -Lunar and Planetary Surfaces from Satel l i tes , , , , . . . . . . .  
The problems of studying lunar and planetary surfaces is much different 
when the  observations are made from sa te l l i t e s  or  space probes i n  the im-  
mediate v i c in i t y  of the  body. Under these conditions the received signal level  
w i l l  be high enough t o  permit study of lensll ground patches end it should be 
Possible t o  m e a w e  properties auch as reflectivity, roughness, discontinuities 
in  the  sca t t e r ing  media, the presence of motion (such as water waves) and 
similar deta i led  data  about the saatters  returning signals. The radar para- 
meters required fo r  measurements of t h i s  type depend on the p r t i c u l a r  
measuring technique used and the desired aocuracy of the measurements. 
TWO mthods of studying a planetary surface from a s a t e l l i t e  (or possibly 
fly-by space appear t o  have pmdse*  In the f l r s t  method the radar 
rould look r tmigh t  d o ~  fmm a planet-centered orbit. The return simds 
come from rings corresponding t o  increments of constant 
range as i n  ~ i ~ .  6-4.  he centrsl  patch returning a sign& i q  a c i rc le  
Fig. 6-4 Sate l l i t e  Observation a t  Vertical Incidence 
Of diameter Am and area 2 , t b ~  where h i s  the altitude and AR i s  the m g e  
 solution. ~8 a t y p i c a  exampley for a rnnge resolution of d R = b  and an 1 
a t i t u d e  of 200 by the gmund patch would have a diameter of 632 m and an area of 
- .  
6 2 
l * % d 0  ra m ;  mch a large tapget would pMvlde 'a r e a m  det@otablc s i m d  for 
r e l a t i ~ l y  low transmitter pow=. characteristioa of ~ d e m a  i t 8 b l @  
for making maaummnta of t h i s  type are given i n  Table 6-1. P*V 
i n  the  tm ~j.stm8 is the range resolution provided which may v a n  1 
Yidel~ epending on the purpose of the measurements. Mealmtemnts of thfa 
?me fan be used to determine the rrfleotion coefficieenf o f t h e  surface and 
to obtain the mpface al t i tude pmfne. ~i the terrain is not m o t h  there 
be a ~ ~ a t ~ o n  the cornlat ion function by a d ~ l e r  f=aency 
result ing f r a  aignal8 returning froa! scattering centers whose range chaqe s 
about the mean a s  the s a t e l l i t e  moves over the surface of thc plmat. This 
effect  w i l l  r e su l t  i n  the output' correlation function having a spactrum spread 
over a f i n i t e  frequency band corresponding t o  the maximum rate of chmprc of 
range from scatterer-to-ecatterer during tne lntegration time of the, ayatem. 
For example, if the s a t e l l i t e  velocity were 8000 m/s and the surface of the 
planet had a slope of 15, the rate of change of range would be 80 m/s givirig 
., . 
8 doppler ahif% of 5.3 kHz a t  X-band. Thue by examining the spectrum of the 
correlator output an estimate of surface roughnees can be made. For amooth 
sloping t e r r a in  a constant doppler shift  would occur while for rough terrain 
a spread i n  doppler across a band would occur with the average frequency 
being proportional t o  the average alope an8 the extremes being determined 
by the  maximum and min- rates of ahange of range t o  the roatterlne centc 
A second method of measuritlg surface characteristics i s  t o  1001 t 
an angle away from the vert ical  and a t  right angles t o  the ground t~ ,~ .  ,'on- 
eider the case in  which the l ine  of sight from the radar t o  the ground patch 
-8 a depression angle of (p from the horizontal. The geometry of t h i s  
arrangement is shown i n  Fig. 6-5. The ground patch scattering back s s1qm.l 
from a n n g e  inorement AR w i l l  have a length (along the w f a c e )  of bR/aIn cp. 
The width of the  patch WILL be limited either by the antenna beamwidth or by 
the doppler resolution of the system. Bscauw of the much finer resolution 
obtainable by doppler filtering only this msthod w i l l -  be considered. S I N 8  
r r f lsc ted back t o  the radar from the p l w t  w f w e  w i l l  have a d m l e r  shif t  
detennj..ned by tb relative velocity between the scstterer and the radar. This 
re la t ive  velocity is given by vr Vo aos + where + i s  the angle between the 
Velocity vector w d  the l i m  of sight t o  the Scattemr. For scatterers d lmct ly  
out t o  the .ide of tho sa te l l i t e  the r e l a t iw  velmity i s  zero.   or a line-of- 
eight s l igh t ly  fom& the relative velocity i s  s d  and directed the 
Fig. 6-5 Geometry of side-MokinB Sate l l i te  Radar ? 
1 
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sa te l l i t e  and for a line-of-sight slightly rearward the relative velocity 
- . .  -. . .  . 
i s  smal l  and directed away from the satellite. For a ground patch whose 
width subtends an angle a at the radar and whose center l i e s  on the line- 
of-sight perpendicular t o  the velocity vector, the velocity spread along the 
- .. . .. 
patch w i l l  be AvF = 2 voa/2. In t h i s  expression it has been asslmrd that a 
. ." 
is  small enough so that  s in  a can be replaced by a r  The corresponding dappler 
frequency s h i f t  i s  
voa Afd = 
. - 
where X i s  the wavelength of the transmitted signal. By restricting the dm- 
~ l e r  frequency components a t  the correlator output the a@ extent of the 
patch from which the signals &re scattered can be proportimately restricted* 
As an example consider the case of a sate l l i te  a t  an altitude of 200 km, having 
an orb i ta l  velocity of 8000 m / ~  and a 3 em radar with a depression a ~ l e  of 45'6 
- -  -._ I . 
Suppose tha t  the doppler f i l t e r  i s  set  a t  1000 HZ. This wCJUM g i n  a 3.75 mad 
or . - 0. 0214~. - . For the  a l t i tude specified th i s  wbuld C O ~ S P ~ ~ ~  t o  a @%ch 
width .--. of 1060 meters. Reducing the f i l t e r  bandwidth t o  100 HZ would provide 
a resolution -. - of 106 meterg. In order t o  empi~y t h i s  technlq~e it is  n e c e s s q  
that there - .  be w f l c i e n t  signal. energy aca t t~red  back frm the area - being re- 
8 0 1 ~ d  . __  t o  . allox d6tection. The radar - .  . . l i s ted as system C in Tabu 6-1 would 
Pmvide - - f o r  viewing a 100 meter s c 8 ~ e  ground patch from an &I.t&tude of 200 h 
mia mode of operation i s  similar t o  that  of the so-called " w t h t i c  a~e-" 
ruar but its ~ l ~ ~ n t a t i o n  in  the random sign& r a d u  i s  at~ch more straight- 
forward. 
Target ~ n a l y a u  
The .extim- range resolution achiemble i n  the randm ~ i @  radar 
N m t a  naolu t ion  of i n a v i d d  acettering centers i n  c ~ l e x  targets. with 
bmddd th  of 1 GAz it i a  possible t o  .~ssblrs btar&t8 irlth'~'e%s 
than 1 5  em. m g e r  bmdwfdth~ d3.I provide pW?or t iomte l~  increased ' . 
!n when 'get sca resolution capability. Eve htering centers are not 
individually resolved it is  p o s e i ~ l e  t o  measure a numbar of important target  
parameters. 
In cer ta in  instances (&g. a spacecraft, or  an asteroid) an impali.tsrlt 
property of a t a rge t  i s  its rotation rate and the number of separate scat- 
tering center8 m n g  up the composite signal return. For slow rates of ro- 
ta t ion it is possible t o  measure the signal return as a function of range 
and obrserve how t h i s  changes due t o  target rotation, From t h i s  information 
it is  possible t o  obtain-eit'imdtes af the rbtdtion rate, number of scattering 
centers not resolved, target  dimensions and similar quantities. 
In cases where the  scattering centers are not resolved (emg. because 
a narrow-band s ignal  i s  employed) the composite doppler spectrum can be 
measured d i r ec t l y  and will provide data on the number, relative size, ro- 
ta t iona l  veloci ty  and spa t i a l  distribution of the scattering centers. Simul- 
taneous measurements of the  distribution of the signal with range and the 
spectral  character is t ias  can provide further refinement t o  the ~ a ~ e m e n t s *  
An example of the  applicabil i ty of the doppler measurement technique was 
given i n  the  Bxperimental Besults of Section 4. There, the spectnrl density 
of two t a rge t s  ro ta t ing about a common center was measured and found t o  agree 
very well with the t h e o r e t i e d  result. In t h i s  case if one were given the 
' 
spectrum ,om, could oonc1ude with a high degree of cedainty  that  there were 
two isotropic scattering centers of equa  size rotating about a comon center. 
)%%hennore, from the  amplitude modulation frequency and the maximum dogpler 
shif t  the  t a rge t  separation can be computed. This type of analwis  can be 
eXktnded t o  more targets. However as the target  becomes more complex 
it is not p r a c t i c u  to a snalysis but rather the target  w i l l  
be ctlassffied into a number of categories encompassing r ~ g e s  of pame te r s*  
By mlylng the rnurur~ng techniques it i s  possible t o  refine and improve the 
classification. 
An example of the system parameters of a radar suitable for analyzing a 
an earth orbit ing sa t e l l i t e  i s  given in Table 6-2. 
. . 
Landing ahti DoaMhg of Spacecraft 
The random signal radar has three inherent characteriatica that make 
. . 
it at t ract ive for  spacecraft landing and docking operations. These are 
range resolution on the order of cent-ers, unambi@ous. range measurerknt a t  
. . -  ^ .  
all - .  ranges, and capability of operating down t o  zero range with no deter- 
ioration . . of performance, With t h i s  radar simultaneous range and velocity 
tracking can be carried out if desired, Because of these unique prapcrties 4 
of .. , the . random signal radar t h i s  application anears  partiaular1.y attractive. 
Measurement of Sea State from an Barth Orbiting Satellite d 
I 
The problem of measuring the sea state from a ea t eu i t e  i s  quife similar 
in mW r e speds  t o  the problem of meawing planetaw sWfaC@ m h n e a a  din- 
cussed earl ier .  The principtQ, Biffereneea a n  *that ant a w f ? i a w  larger 
i s  scattered back from the sea, the ecale of roughness extend8 over 
. - 
a %er range than planet surfbee roughness and the ocean surface i a  i t se l f  
moving. 
- -. 
One method of estimating the aea d a t e  i s  t o  employ a high resolution 
Wtem ( typ ica ly  g~ = 15 and m e a m  the distribution of smL1 return 
a - m c t i o n  . .  of range i n  vie in it^ of .+be. ~cdan~suiisce.  .'-Thts,coald 'b done 
c o n t i r m ~ u ~ l ~  w f i m i n g  the srgnad being returned sn a aertes of. &j.ee"t range. I( 
gates located at the raoge of the ocean mwface. : ~ h e  m e  ~ ~ ~ l ~ i o n  d d  
rmfficient w that the indi*idud. waves would be resolnd into S e ~ r a  in- 
1 
c*ments.  he general arrangement is shown i n  ~ i g *  6-6. The m e  gate that 
just touches the topa of the raves &d have a t e l a t i ~ l ~  ~ l f t u d e *  
II 
&bewent nage @tea vofid ha* a ~.gme return signal and it be shown 
that there i s  a d e f m t e  rslation8hip between the .variation in return WrBus, 
1 
3e and the vsve structure on the oman m a c e .  ~ d d t i o d  theo*ticu a* 
- 
Table 6-2 
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experimental studies are required t o  definitize th is  relationship. 
An alternative procedure for measuring the characteristics of the sea 
. . .-.- 
uurface is  t o  employ a range gate that encompasses the complete wave height 
MU then t o  measure the doppler spectrum of the reflected signal, The spectral 
distr ibution of the return signs. will be dependent upon the stn&twe of the 
5. sea surface andup~n  the and I f requendy. of the waVh a themselves. It would 
be readily possible t o  employ both th i s  type of measurement and the multiple 
. . 
range gate technique simultaneously and perhaps obtain improved performance 
over e i t he r  method alone. Use of doppler resolution improvemeht.ii8 nbt 
d i rec t ly  applicable i n  t h i s  case because of the motion of the scatterers 
I themselves, 
Other Applications 
uthough they are f a r  outside the scope of the research enaompassed 
by the  present study there are some additional applications of the random 
S i g n a l  radar t h a t  should be mentioned t o  complete the overall picture. Two 
of the  most promising applications are precision radar cross-section measure- 
ments and M T I  operatf on. . For radar crosa-section meamrremants the high rsnge 
resolution and consequent isolation from nearby targets l a  very attractive. 
addition, the  ease of controlUng the m g e  and adJustiQ3 the m8olution 
a d s  (peatfy t o  the convenience of using the random signsl radar for such 
. - 
measurements. 
In t he  case of MPI operation the random s ignd  lad.r offers the admn- 
tapes of m extremely high rampling rate (corresponding t o  the pulse repetition 
frequency i n  conventiond. radar) and nonmbiguous range measurement. Ac- 
cordingly it should provide outstanding performance. 
7. CONCLUSIONS 
The f e a s i b i l i t y  of obtaining substantial improvements i n  radar performance 
. 
by u t i l i z i ng  a random signal as the transmittedwavefom has 'hen di3momtratod 
both theoret ical ly  and experimentally. 
- 
A wideband polar i ty  coincidence digi ta l  cross-correlator has been de- 
- .  
veloped fo r  use as the  detector i n  such a system, The correlator operates 
. . 
by measuring the  polar i ty  of short samples of the transmitted and received 
waveforms and i s  able t o  preserve the range and doppler resolution cap- 
a b i l i t i e s  of t h e  waveforms while operating a t  a data rate that  i s  only a small 
f raat ion of the  signal  bandwidth, 
. - 
The duration-bandwidth product of the random signal radar i s  many orders 
of magnitude greater  than that  for state of the ai-t conventional radar systems. 
In addition the  random signal radar exhibits many other unique charaateristice 
- * 
. - 
such as: unambiguous range and doppler ~neasurement; zero minimum rang;@; in- 
dependent control  of range and velocity resolution; low peak t o  average power 
r a t i o  ; great ly  simplified data processing. 
- , . - -  
An experimental system was bui l t  which provlded a range resolution of 
142 meters - . - .  while operating with an W bandwidth of 109 Wz and a correlator 
sampling frequency of 100 kHz. Excellent performance against multiple, ex- 
tended and moving targets  was obtained,and both range and dopphr resolution 
. . . . , . . 
capabi l i t ies  were clear ly  demonstrated. 
. - . - - . . 
Performance c@pabLlitiar of the  srperimsntsl aystem can be increased by 
order of w t u d e  d t h  s ta te  of the a15 comp01)~nta vailable a t  the present 
A number of applications of the randam signal radar were studied and per- 
I f~mUance beyond tha t  of con.rsntionsl nda re  appears feasible in  many instances. p u t i c w ,  high ns&tio~ ~ ~ ~ a m ~ r e m e n t a  of 1-r P-~W m a c e  . 
t e r la t ioa  ( i n ~ ~ l %  the earth) imn sa te l l i t e s  a m u a  m r ~  prcrmising. 
